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The socer asssta to he workdhop was provied by Mrs Belen
(AFTAG), and Mrs. Carble Ae and Mrs. Tana Ngwia ftom te

Malawi Reidet Missio They atndod to th many needs of the, paipmts
efficidey, and the succu conduct of the workshop was, in a large measure, due to
ti vunltng wo

Mh Govenmt of Maawi very knLy agreed ) host the workshop, and the
Eorable F.M. Kanude3, M.P., Depq Mnster of Agcultue, iauraed it



hnis monograph is a report based on te prmedings of the World Bank Worhop on
the Bank's Agriculual Seavices itWve In SSahrn Afica held at Il1ongwe, Malawi, over
the period Febray 4 - 8, 1991. A major objective of the worklop was to identify the i
to be disused at the Africa Extens Worksops plnned for 1992/93, at which the main
paricipanswould be the implementors of eation project from countries in Sub-Sahran
Africa. The workshop pvided an ecedlient oppotuW ty for the Bank's staff, most of whom
were from the fidd, to exchange epe and disll usefu lessons from them. Above all,
it brought ou the diversity of the extension mplemen experience in Sub-Sahran Africa
and the many local adaptatos to the T&V system made by the Sub-Saharan countries.

Bank-supported extension projecs based on the manament system of the Tining and
Vist (&V) concept std in Asian counti in te early 1970s. Countries in Sub,Sharan
Africa sared imlementatio of exteion pres based on T&V in the early 1980s. Even
though much has been written about T&V In general and as impleanted in Asia, this paper is
the first World Bank publcain to addrs isues reaing to the implemention of T&V in
Africa. I hope that this monograph will be usefl to the impleetors of extension reorms,
resarch schors and Bank staff nsible for extsion proects.

My tha are due to my predecor Mr. Jbhn Peberdy, who was the Division Chief at
the ime of the workshop, and who povided te insiation for it Bank field staff firom the
vrious muco ies participated esiaically and provided the many 'stories from the field'
which have enriched this report

M. Cleaver
Division Chief, Agriclture Division
Technical Dertment, Africa Region
World Bank
June, 1992
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 ~tmsIoahfanUk a. Smal scsi exteon iitiative i Afra have been
supported by the World Bank sice the 1970s when it started financing intgrated rural
development prcject serving agriture. Folowing *Ae dshft In its emphais from integrated
rur develOpment pojecft to the developent of national institutions, the Bank's support to
reforms to national eaxtnn systes in Africa began In 1981 in Kenya 1, with the pilot
extensio project based on the principles of the Training & Vist (T&V) managem ystem (see
Box 1); this was followed by a reguar project in 1983 2. Since ten, Bank supportd exmnsion
project have been sted in 30 countries. Basic dtaa on these project are given in Annex 1.

1.2 Agikukual S e r us nitiaUra. Following extension refom, forms to the
reseach mt sysdeu bave also been introduced -brough Bank assistd agrcltu
research precs In some 20 countries. A major tht of hese pxojects is the development of
naona agriculu research systems with strong lnkages to extension. The Bank's dedion
to go beyond ae dion and research and pay attention to mana nt im ements in other
agricldtua services, such as seeds, credit, m t etc., resd fite Waord Bans
Agricuturat Servica Initiative (ASI) in Africa in 1987. However, the Bank's involvement with
managemnt refms in thxes additional areas is still in its early stages. This pape focusses

lgely on extension and its lik with research.

1.2.1 Reognizing the need to provide mpleentaionssnce to the coties which have
u takn extension refoms through Bank finnced aeteson projects, the Bank has appointed
Extendon Speilists in the Regional Mi in Abidjan and Nairbi, and in some 19
counes, viz. Cote d'Ivolre, Kenya, Cmeoon, the Central Afican Republic (CAR), Ethiopia,
Sudan, Ma sr, Zaire, Ghana, Nigeia, Senegal, Niger, Burkina Faso, Mali, Chad,
Tanzania, Malawi, Benn an Zimbabwe. Thee specalis are collectively red to in this
report as OASI field staff .

1.2.2 The tansformatin of traditona sonn systems to T&V with vey litle t ng
of extension staff, with a fixed work schedule, and litde peiodic inteaton between reseach
and extension, has not ben eay. Despite initial difficules, most counties bave underod
the essetils of the tem. Regular traig sesions are held and the eension agents' visits
to farmes follow a fixed schedule. Where the stem has been undeood andmplemted
well, the resuts have been very ng. In Kenya, for ample, hrmers have adopted
simple w cost recomndations (row planting, pat popaton, etc.) and inoreased their yieds

8Us soale T&V itatie i Afic a sl&td erloh * st idnaboad pnqoct bsed an T&V was
So0al - AVgiuural tUeion nd Farm Manant Teniag PjWc v&c becaom ective in
1980. But rgdy due to lc of agmmdt aa«g down an th extm appac to be adoptd
unde to prject dre wee dm ys inyeltenl seat-up.

2 For dhe sbo of bevity ad convnience, sac prXoec e cafed T&V extion proects in ti rpoL
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considerably. In Buidna Faso and N1igeria, the extension mm ndan are tilored to the
compl frming systems In these countries and have therefxoe been well received by farmers
who have befitted by their adoption; they now get far higher ye with less labor inputL
Nevertheess, there are some major issues facing Bank upported extension proec in Afrsica,
which should be addressed if the inita successes of extension are to be reinforced and made
self-sustaining. ese isues were identified by Bank fild staff on th basis of their field
experience and discussed at a workshop held in Lilongwe, Maawi, frm February 4 through 8,
1991.

1.3 The workhop discussed the cepienc of the Sub-Sahn Afican countries with the
Implementation of agricultal extension. The participants included the Bank's agriculturl field
staff3, some of whom were local staff with an extensive knowledge of their countries and field
conditions, and staff from the Bank's headquarters (HQ). The workshop was conceived of as
a prlude to the extension workshops planned for 1992/93, in which the primary participants
would be the African poect implementors 4.

-1.4 According to the Wodd Bank's Long-Term Perpective Study 5, the annual growth
raft of SubSaharn Africa should reach a minimum of 4% per annum to ens food seuty
to the inhabitants of the counries in the region, and to contribute significantly to overaL
economic growth. Agiculture direcly contrbutes 40% of the GDP on average in Afica, and
most industres in Africa depend constderably upon the agricultual sector for their raw
materials. There are therefore few lternaidves to substantially increasing agricultural growth.
The magniude of the challenge can be gauged by the fact that the present rate of agricultural
grwth in Afica is 2 % per annum. To attain the target growth rate, many services in the
agiutu sector in the region need to be upgraded and streandined. A beginning was made
by the Bank with eation reform. The ongoing inithdive of the Spocial Program for African

al Research (SPAAR) undetake by a consordum of donors and African countries is
do sigificant rm to the Natona Agriculural Reseah Systems (NARS) to enable

Ih Bank's agricultural field staff comprise the Aiotl Exensix o Specialists podiined in the
vaious cuntes in Aica mntuoned preiuly, ad ote agricltur taff

4 I Banok orainzd similar woaops in Thild and indonesa for ft Asian counties, in 1981 and
1983 napctively. The p in of thos woko ve been publihed by thd isL See Cea,

ichae, et id (eds.), Agictal Extension by Tning and Visit: Th Asian Experence (Wasbingo,
DC.:WoadBankA 198); and Cemes Mchael, et al (eds.), Research, Extei FPsrn A Two-Way
Coduum for Agriculba Deveopent (Washingtn, DC.:Wordd Ban, 1985).

Mi reflas to tB study whos main objective was to gin a long-tem peapective of Africas
_dopnata problems and pospects Ie study wasdeakWe by t Ban which has bt aon

nmy smla sdi sundis by tho U.N. and Aficana agecies, as well as by odher scholars. It was
publihe by the Bak in 1989 under the tite: ? Sub4haran Africa: From Crids to Susainable
Gw ,(Wodd Ban, 1989).
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Box 2: Prnipe df T&V _ yte

*Identify h rfietical isues in extension and researchl aaement and dics
how to address them;

* Consider how the lessons learnt from exctension could be applied to othe
agcultr services;

* Indcate the issues to be addressed in fulture extension projects; and
* Identify the isuswhich could be focussed on at the proposed Pan-African

workshop.

1.6 lI1e paprs presented at the workcshop focussed on imprtnt issues relatng to
extensin proects in Sub-Saharan Africa, such as resarch and development, training and
extenio manageet; and country experience aprs"' presented by the ASI field staff
descibing the expeiences of thxeir respective countrie withi the implementation of extension.
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Thrue worling groups were oonstituted at the workshop to disoss the important second
genetion extensdon issues, namely: (i) extension's potential contribution to achivg the
objec es of th Bak's Long Term Perective Study (LTPS); (i) taning; and (Mi) stgies
for the development of port services and broader issues. The terms of refcrence of the
working groups are given in Annex 4.

1.7 In the light of the paper presented at the workhop and the reports of the worldng
groups, the following themes were distlled for detailed discussion in the plenary sessions.

* Technology
* Traning
* Extension management
* O gExtsion pre-conditions
* Extenson start-up
* Organization of agricultrl services
* Farmers' grous
* Private sector axtension
* JUse of mass media in extension
* New extension responsibilities
* The role of the Bank's extension field staff

The discussions at the workshop reached beyond extension and its liges with research, and
touched upon important issues impating on extension such as macr-economic policy and the
suly of farm inputs anti implements.

1.8 The disssions brought out clearly that extension projects in Afica geneally follow
th 'Guidelines for Effective Extension' contained in a rscent World Bank publication on
extension 7, despite great diversity among countries in the details of exension implementation,
and that the Bank's approach to extension has evolved conideably since the early phase of the
implementation of T&V s. For exmple, extension is worldng more closely with farmers'
groups, pardcularly, women's groups, an had been earlier envisaged, and depends more upon
such groups than upon contact farmers for diffusion of extension information.

1.9 The primary objective of the workshop was to discuss the Sub-Saharan African
countries' experiene with the impltaion of Bank-supported d nsion pojects. These
projects are generally confined to the intrducton of T&V management prnciples to public
sector extension services. The workshop was not spedcfally focussed on and could not addre
some of the relevant issues relating to extension in general and T&V in particular, which are

Agricultursl d Rufal Development D t (1990), tAgricur Exutesion - 'h. Next Step,
TIe Wodd Bank, Wahigton, DC, USA.

2 BDnor, Daniel and Bate, Midcael, (1984), -Training and Visit Extenson', Mm World Bank,
Washngton DC, USA.
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cmuretly bein debated wtinm the Bank and outside, such as the long-term viability of extension
by governinant departmets and parestatals, aconaiiyof resmearc and extension to user,
and cost revey. The wwokhop did dlius the scope for innovon In on-going and fre
e_tensIon projects, such as resch and extension undetken by tie prat sector/NGOL

1.10 This report is based on the deiberons at the workshop. me oganizati of the
chapters broady follows he sequence indicated in pam 1.7. The contents of each chapt have
been etacted from the papers pented at the workshop, worklng group rports and the
discu s. This arrgement of hapters provides readers with a clear idea of the workshop's
deliberions on each topic. Since this subject has generated considerable interest outside the
Bankt de editors of the report have sometmes gone beyond what was dscussed at the
workshop, where it was ftt necessary, in order to illustrzte or dcr some of theissues. It
does not, however, claim to provide a compr ve coverg of all the relevant issues relating
to exteion Sub-Saharan Africa. At many places the rport refers to countries', or WArican
countries'; obviously, thee are rfences to countries in Sub-Sahan Africa.

1.11 It s difficult to captue, in a rport of this kind, the enthusiasm, energy and eccitement
displayed by the ASI field staff at the workshop, and their keenness to dare their eaperiences
with otes, to dscus factors which blunt the effecdveness of extension, and ways to ovewme
the factor Their contribution- at the workshop provided the source material for many of the
bomes contained in the reporL

1.12 The editors visualize ee main types of readers of the report. The first is the African
imwplmntors of xension who may be inteed in the issu discussed at the workshop, and
MAy piulary weoome the examples from the field contained in the repors The report would
provide them with useful backWound maeial for the planned Pan-African woreshop. The
second is the exuension research scholars and the acdmia, who may be inte i the
extensin implementation issues fiaed by countries. The third is the Bank staff, pardary
twse in opeatons, who may find th matial co.ntined in the report useful for thir work.

1.13 The report also outines the developnents relating to exension since the workshop.
Firs, the bac data on extsion projects (Annex 1) have been updated to include prqects
approved by the Bank since the workshop. Second, the preiminay results of the studies on the
perfoance of extension in Kenya and Burkdna Fam caried out under the gdance of
Professor Robert Evenson of Yale University bae been i ratd

1.14 The drafidng of the report is so done that whenever the discussions at the wortkshp
reveale a conswns on any issue, it is aprent In the discussion of the issue in the rport, and
fen to participa i avoided. Wherever the report relies on any of the thematic papers

presentd at the workhop, ths fac is mentioned. Where the opinion of the house was more
or less equally divided between two or more points of view, those of the different groups of
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prpants are given, along with the conclusions which emerged. Editorial comments ae
prvided wheer felt necessay.



2. =ICw.QLAi

2.1 The maiten ology-rated issue is the generation of technology which farmers would
find relvnt and usefl. In orde this objective hould be achieved, many pre-conditions
have to be met by research and extension systems, such as: recognition of farmer-focus in
resarch, the associadon of famers in research planning, proper development of research-
*extson linlages and the accox-40iity of reseach and extension systems to the clients,
namely, farmers. Many of thes-, 4i -; were discussed at the worlshop, as well as the extent
to which reseach and extension v 4 meet the above pr-conditions in African countries.

ReerhEik n Pll" ionwzti 9

2.2 Jmgiztaneeof alUmMEon Rmah. Research, extension and development
are parts of the same continuum. It is important for the development of technology that there
is emphasis not only on the research end of the continuum, comprising basic and applied on-
station research, but also an on-farm research and particpative research with the firmers.

2.2.1 The failure of the NARSs in Afiica in the past to produce sufficiently relevant
echnologies for Affican farmers has been blamed on a number of factors, namely, poor transfer

of tecolog to farners, lack of inputs, poor pnices and lack of credit. Various remedies have
been antempted, such as training of scientits, strengthening and improving the research-extension
linge (REL), and improving extensim and farg systems research (FSR), but they were not
sufficient to sarpen the rlevance of technology availale to farmers in many African countnes.
Ite principal reason for the poor perorm in the development of appropriate technology and

in its adoption is the absence of the farmer at the forefront of action. Research can only be
effecdve if the results are used by farmers. Therefore, the fullest involvement of farmers in
rseach, development and extension is vital. Research organiaons should therefore design
incentive systems which give hi rewards for developing or contributing to technology which
is adopted by farmers rather than for publishing results in refereed joumals. This type of
fame-focused research requires patence and diligence, apart from a re-orientation of the
attitude of scientists.

2.3 Thae FaLm iong d Ezramework. It is necessary for researchers to
qaredate the factors which influence farmers' decisions. Farms are holistic entities in which
no part of the farm or household is independent of the rest of the farm, or household, or the
larger community. Farmers think in tm of their total enterprise which is a complex and
dynamic system. Due to the complex social and physical ionships opeting within the farm
household, within the farming sstem and within the larger community, it is nearly impossible
to develop a packae of tehnology for a single part of it without affecting other parts of the

aton. When fatm resources are low, food seity is the prnmary objective, risks cannot
be taken, and expensive procoedures are not adopted. Farmers take small steps at a time, try out
innovations on small areas, and adopt only those aspects of the technology that can be adapted

Teis sectioan adoiptd f*m Mr. Sp4rins presnatin at the workp, and the discusns.
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felng of eirr fmily. Thus, an option for research is to work an developing food crop
vareties that are tolert of a cetain amount of weed competition.

2.3.2 The so-ad "package of recommendaton", especially complex packages of varietis,
filizers, sprays and clean cltivation are not always adoptable as a total package. The extent
of adoptin depends on the porities of and the problems facing the individual farmer. The
objective of research and development is to provide the farmer with the information which he
or she needs in order to make decisions from among the available technical options. The means
to achieve this objecdve is a three-pronged partnership between research, extension and the
farmer, with the farmer as a full partner and not in the role of a guinea pig.

2.4 YK of FL mer as .aR rz . The trial and error research carried out daily
by famers is as valid to the farmer as the classical, statstical, analyzable, randomized
experients carried out by scientists. TIls is illustntd by an example from Malawi, where a
system of crpping for maize and beans was developed by farmers mto sequential inter-cropping
of beans under maize. Research took the technology and adapted it for slightly higher yields
by varying the planting dates, the densities and the crop arrangements. But the people who
conceived the idea, who developed it by tral and erro over many years were the farmers.
However, it took nearly 20 years for the Departnent of Agriculture and Extension Service to
accept the reommendaton of research that inter-cropping of beans with maize was in fact a
good husbandry technique, and led to higher total yields than cropping maize in one field and
beans in the next.

2.4.1 Work done in Bangladesh iUustates the value of farmer participation in the technology
geneation and adaptation process. The Bangladesh farmers had developed a technology of
harvestng potatoes over a period of time and inter-cropping of vegetable crops amongst the
potatoe. The extdension staff spent time with four farmers, helping them develop and present
papers at a joint workshop. The workshop was a great success in terms of the und ing
and building of relaonships between all paricipants. Such a dynamic training opration would
not have been posible if the frmers had merely listened, without actively participangrou
thir presentations. This kdnd of exercise can be replicated by identifying innovative farmers,
and helping m develop a paper and/or presentation for a workshop attended by research,
university and/or exension staff and oher farmers.

2.5 1arn Sn ems Ra& h. There has been an evolution from "lassical' research
to FSR, and now, because of the inceasing realization that socio-economics is just as important
as agr-ecology, te is a whole range of different research prosses. Unfortuately, even
FSR, as it was started and as it is still done in many places, is largely regaded as an "end-in
itself exercise, and does not feed into the research planning and programng process. In
many countries it has become a theoretcal operation of testing different arrangements, and
publishing the results, but is not built on farmers' needs.

2.5.1 Patcpative research is a rlatively "dirty operation, as it involves on-fatm research
in participaton with the farmer. Even though it is not much more expensive to do research off
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ather on fte research ston, it is not considered as pat of the scientists' responsibilities,
and in act is regarded as being outside the norma scientists' "culture. One of the challenges
befoe the Bank is to ensure tat researchers and extensionists work tgether on the farmer'
fid.

2.6 lubdo tl the Rtes Culture. One of the constraints to improving researh-
extesion-farmer linkages is the view common among researchers that research is something
which can only be done by highly qualified people (e.g., Ph.Ds). Researchers tend to look
down upon extension staff and farmers who, according to them, would be unable to undend
anyting complicated. there is a need to put more energy into tying to thaw out these
relationships. Researchers must reale that the identification of the critical problems should be
done in the hrmers' fields. This requires a change in the rwsearch culture which is not
something that carz be ordained or mandated, or achieved through a conditionality in a project.
Such a change can only be brought about gradually, by encouraging "participative research", i.e.
research on fanners' fields with ter active participation. Due to a lack of budgetary resources
to meet the recurrent costs, efforts to encourage participative research would require funds from
the extension sevice to provide incentives to research, because in many research projec this
is not identfied as a component at appraisal tO.

2.7 O r o _. Research and extension systems should not be regrded as
seprte components which need linldkng, but integra parts of one system, and the bariers
between extenson and research should be broken down. But hisorcally, in all African
countries these have evolved as separate organizations, and a discussion of REL is inevitable.
Many countries have not realized that REL is much more than researchers training extnion
subject matter ecalists (SMS) and assisdng them in the implemetaton of field trial progams.
As seen in the earlier section, the lnkage involves continuous collaborion between researchers,
extensionists and farmers in the development of -steps in technologys viz. the difeent stages
of refinement of technology to suit local conditions, risk factors and farmers' resource
endowments. Many problems have arisen in the various countries in the implementation of this
concept. First, ther has been a lack of proper undernd of the fundamental principles of
the linkage, and consequently a lack of appreciation of its importance, thus resulting in poor
implemention. Second, in many countries there have been institudonal problems arising out
of a lack of coordination between extension departments and research oions. Third,
most projects failed to provide adequate funds for implementing the various aspects of an
effective REL such as facilities at the research stations for holding SMS workshops and recurrent
cost support to the National Agricultural Research Systems (NARS); as a result, financial
sup to the various components REL has falen between two stools, namely rsearch and
exteon projects as many extenson projects assume that the research projects would provide
for them and vice-versa Fourth, some countnes have been under the misn impression that

These 1isse ato discussd in plater detail in pa. 2710.
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the best way to strgtht REL is to create a sepamr unit to handle it As the discusion on
this tic in pam 2.9 shows, fti has waed rather tn stngthened it.

2.8 S1ts ofTf.hwJol Gewsfaton. Wherever extension is effective, one can see its
strong nkae with fa-oriented reseach. Te most important aspect of the linkage is the
picipation of famers in reserch and extension and technology geneaon. The following
disnct stages of technology generation are generally recognized.

* On-staion researc undertaken at the research stations;
* Multi-locato experiments, mostly researcher-managed, but sometim

managed by the SMSs, underen at the sub-stations, or teAing sites or
sometmes on farmers' fields, with the number of treatments resticted to
those relevant to the specific agro-ecological situion; and

* On-farm adaptive research or OFAR, which is always kn up on farmers'
fields (also called farm tialsu), whose objective is to test the tentative
research findings under firmer's management and within their resouce
endowments; these are obviousy fmer-managed. They constitute the last
stage of tmology generation, before extenson recommendations are
formulated.

2.8.1 Even though the multi-location experiments are conducted on farmers' fiels, what are
being tested at this stage are purly technical paameters, and fmers' fields are regarded as
temporary additions to the testing sites owned by the resch system, chosen to represet
specific agro-cological condins. They are somems designated as 'on-farm applied
research", and sbould not be confiLsed with ton-farm adaptive reseach-, as both of them have
the same acronym "OFAR*. It is preferable to use OFAR to denote the latter. In many
counties, there is generaly a lack of undending of the purpose of these experments on
famers' fields. They are regrded as an extension tool, which they are not intended to be.
They are essentially to assist the researchers in testing their tentative on-station findings under
different agy-ecoogical conditions.

2.8.2 There is often a lac of clarity of purpose regarding the on-farm adaptive research
(OFAR). In many countries, as stated earlier, this stage is often mixed up with the earier one,
and fiamers are advised" to adopt all the res recommnatns; sometimes inducents
are offered in the shpe of subsidized inputs, particularly fertilizers. Such effrU render thera
experiments m nles. They neither convey any new message to the researcher, nor serve
as an extension tool. This confusion is not confined to the research and extnsion staff in the
ountries. Some of the Bank Staff Appaisal Reports of reseach and extension projects are also
not very clear on this issue. Such tials are often called 'demonsrations', which realy is an
extensin tod, and when inputs are sbsdized, a very ineffective one

eSo Bmo, Dani ad Bat, Mihl (1984), Traing and Visi Extnin, n Wadd Bank,
Wahinon DC, USA. Chapt 14.
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2.8.3 It is generly agreed that the fit stage is to be managed by the reseawzhers and the
la stage by the farms, with extension monitoing the pracdtes adopted by thiem. As regards
the second stage, the practice is
not unifrni. In some comtries,
(e.g., Kenya) th aaeet *"'Yt"w~, ..

functio is with research, and in i m 7 | a i i i o | 0 a _
some other countries (e.g., Mali) h 3
the emt function is with | 'Th 1I? 5t
extenson. in Nigeria, for g " w b .. i. , l- 
example, both the models are in .
vogue; in the Agricultural i.
Development Projects (APP) of S S * * a ( APDt|iale
the nrthern states the second
stge is managed by the ADPs
(i.e., exension), whereas in the b & t .r
ADPs in the south-east, this is bPi 'i t@ thm
managed by research.

2.8.4 Whchever model b . .

aopteds, it is veryP' necessary to 1
e e that: ox 4: Rn

(i) Extension SMSs are involved in the planning of research;

(ii) OFAR is planned jointly by the researchers and the SMSs;

(iii) Where the researchers play a major role in implemenion, SMSs should
back-stop them and vice versa

(Iv) The rests of OPA are discussed by the researchers and the SMSs at the
monthly workshops; and

(v) Extension SMSs refin from undertaking research on their own, unrlated
to what are being tested at the diffeent stages described in pam 2.8.

2.9 lRExtenhmL I iao uAita '. As sated in para 2.7 the issue here relates
to the need for special units to bring about 'linkge" between research and extension. The
consensus at the workshop was that these units are more oflen than not counter-productive, and
that it is threfore surprising that many Bank projects pport their creation. There is
cons ble evidenee that the strongest linkag betw research and extension is established

Mm noTb, iat of such units vary fiom country to country. In blawi, they ame caled 'Adaptive
bs_aach Teams'; in Ghana the Ciops Sevices Deputet of the MOA seeks to laise between researh
and extenms
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when both ane undertk by th same peaon, as is done in tie U.S.A. In Afica, howver,
it is diffict to escape fm the historical fact that exteson is the traditional resp ili of
the Miisties of Agrculbe and research is geneally with a parastat; hence to need to fog
Hnkge'. But the cration of a liaison unit is no way to strengthen the linage, because s

a unit acts as a communian barier between research and extension, and between research
and fame. Ttre who are not very good at reseh generally get posted to such unit; the
result is an inAfective unit siting between research and exension.

2.9.1 The auments in favor of such units are: the 0blanket or "geneal rCecomen
emanating from the rerch centers of the NARS need to be "refined" to suit the vari agro-
ecological zones and it is the funidon of these units to do so; and that once such aa-specific
recommendations are evolved, they would be given to extnsion for carying out what are
coneed purely extension funcdons, such as demonstrations and on-farm tials. But such an
argument misses the crucial issue mentioned in pam 2.2 tdat research and eunsion are parts
of the same continuum and that the same set of people, viz, researchers, SMSs and farmers
should be involved at the different stages of this process 1 .

2.10 uindI of AdatI Resarch. As regards the funding of the vwious staes of
tmlogy geneaion, the participants felt that OPAR should be funded by exaeon. While
it was agred that the first two Wes (paa 2.8) could be funded by research,, some participats
felt tht there shoud be son", built-in fumding mechanism which would make researchr focus
on the very complex farming systms and crop mixtures which are prvalent in most Aftican
Countries. Left to themselves, the chances are that the research sytem would spend a
disproportinate amount of resources on research on sole crops. The participants cied the most
obvious example of pastre reserh in Kenya. Many Keyn highland farmer maitin gmade
cale and grow past , which form an important element in their fmng ystem. But still,
research sttions seldom undertake reseamh experiments on crop combinatons which farmers
practice, namely: maize, beans and pasture. It was argued that the only way to 'force the
researcer to focus on research eevant to farmers would be for etdension to fund such
research. But such an arrangement night result in an undeirable dichotomy, namely: sole crps
rch, funded by the rserch system, and research on faring systems I and crp mixtr

MO term tansfer of tohology' does not cortly convey the underying theme, of ths dis_uso
It suggess a trasfe of the "tchology developed by reseatch to feurs, with knowledW at oa
end and ignonne at the odher and extension as the "agr of resarch to efft hs tanfe. in view
of its wrog connotation it is best to avoid this ten, and stay with the time-hnored word "exteasio".

14 The tem researchan frming systems" is used here ddibeately, bited of te bettr kown tm,
'Farsng Systems Research' (FSR) Js the latter has, in can litetue, beo used to indclude the
diagnstic urvey as wel. In other words, FSR is now undstood to mn, 'research into how frms
hwe itgrted rsearch an diffeat individual crops into hir fSaing systems".
(EL)
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funded by extein . It was t agweed that: () the Bank-ssisted reseach projects should
discousag earchl which is unreled to farmers' needs; (i) in a siation of limited resources,
resear h is of immediate relevance to fmrs' needs should get prorty; and (i)
extnsion piojects should contain funding for research on farming systems, but this should be
used by extnsio to match the fnds from the resch sstem so as to secure e commitment
of th latter.

,40a_Sda humz

2.11 Most Bank-asisted reach projects in Africa emnphasize the need for both
commodityfictor reseach and inter-
disciplinary research focussing on the
farming systems of the area. The *

fmer is canried out in what are , . .r
called the Nationa Research Centersn
(NRC) 3$ and the latter in the 
Regiondl Research Center (RRC;). |

Te research carried out in the RRCs I.>.. . oii. R '
is generally closer to what happens on
firmers' fieds and therefore the .
identificationof the field csint ..

and opportunities in partnershipwth.
extension should be their Box.5: Resach planing

ility. But the RRC concept
has not been sacily implementd in many African countries due mainly to the followig
reasons:

* The concept of RRC is new to many NARSs in Africa, whose strengths,
istorically, have been in commodity researh (e.g., maize, cotton, cocoa,

coffee), partcularly plant breeding, which is the responsibility of the
National Research Centers (NRC). The RRC concept and the associated
concept of farming systens research (FSR), have therefore been slow in
get established; and

* In the first generation research projects, the managerial resources of the
African reserh systems have bewn fly s by the task of putting the

IS nomnclatre vary fom one coubtry to anot, bu the conceps are t the same The
m used het foullowed by te Jntuaioa Service for Natin Agdcutural Reea(ISNAR),

which is on of the inmil ch ces of OGIAR, located at The Haguo, The
Neteland
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hardware in place and overcoming the initial hurdles of project
implementation, at the epense of givting dshpe to the RRC concept

2.11.1 The implementation so far of natona reserch projects indicates that implemenaon
of the RRC concept will tdk time. Many NARSs tend to continue thir earlier emphasis on sole
crops, while a majority of farmers grow a combinao of many rp. If this situton
continues, and if the resea recommendao continue to be out of alignment with what
happens on farmers' fields, both extension and rearch might lose credibility with policy-makers
and farmers. In order to generate usefil technological recommendations quicldy, It might be
useul to adopt a "bottom-up" approach in futu research projec, starting with the RRCs and
focussing on diagnostic surveys and ning between research and extension, leading to the
generation of extension recommendations rel t to the local farming sitation. I necessary,
such an operation could be funded through the exatesion projects. This measur is not intnded
to be a substitute for the long term goal of sing up effective NARSs, but could be a useu
'bridging operation".

2.12 Rsgais.rg aallm. Of imporance to the generation of relevant technology is
the process of identificatin of areas of reseach and priority-setting rather than the stuture.
The former is the substance and the latter only the scaffolding. Many prqjects, however, tend
to focus more on the structure tan on the process. It has been tacitly assumed that by
tansfering reseah activities from a Minstry to a parastatal (e.g.Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute), the rght prooess woud somehow fall iano place. But experience '° shows that this
has not always been so. On the ohr hand, the setting up of a suctue (the preferred sture
in many countries being a parastatal) might delay the establihment of the right process.

2.12.1 As regrds the parent Ministries of researc and exteion, it was felt that this aspt
is really not a critical fctor. 'Vhat is important is to ensure that horizontl linges between
the RRCs and extension are stronger than the vertica linkages between them and the nauional
research headquarters. The RRCs should have the freedom to spell out their resrch priorities
and formuate their research programs. Some participants went to the extent of saying that the
Bank has not adequately used the research projects as effective instruments to make the NARSs
decentralize sch planning and priortization.

2.12.2 On a different but relaed key, it was suggested at the workshop that the agricultu
reseh system has been prbminantly p-down due mostly to the influence of the colonia
agictural research structure and the attiudes engedered by it. Growth in the size of the
NARSs hus resulted in large baua, where the verdcal linhges have tended to be re-

16 The coury epeiee outind in Anx 3 would mbaae tis.
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enfced n Thus, rach and extension have both grown imto large vertically-oriented
bureaucrtic systems, and the callnge befoe the Bank in the recent past has been how best to
foe horizontal linka bewen tee to systems at varous levls.

2.12.3 In many countries, natioa agriculturl reserch is the responsibility of a
p_ras* la. Such prasta have been set up under B -a d project, wich have
provided financal support to them. These wer elished with a variety of obtjewdves, such
as: (i) securing better condtions of sevice for the scienfists, including pay and allowances, than
would be available for them under government; (u) more speedy decision-makig, leading to
better proct implementation; (ifi) ensuring more flexibility in day-to-day worling; and (iv) the
possibility of a ing with the private sector in spfic areas of resch. In actual practice,
many of these objectives could not be ffilled, as discwsed earlier. First the Ministries of
Finance were not wiling to give to these parastatals the envisioned degree of autonomy.
Second, the parastatal headquarters grew in size and many of the new positions were filled by
tansfen some of the best swiemuts from the field to headquas. Third, these parastatal
headquarters, chiefly the Director's office, has been very reluctant to decentrlize decio-
makdng, and give to the reach centers the degree of autonomy needed to quicldy repond to
field problems. TIis last fator has resulted in impeding the iscwtory deelopment of REL.

2.12.4 On the other hand, in Nigezia for example, where no such parAstal has been set up,
the control of the Ministry over the different research centers is very loose and confined to
policy. This has enabled the development of stronger horizontal linkages between the resarch
centers and the extenion system. The main lesson one can lean from the experence so far is
that the mere establhment of a paasta is no answer to all the problems afflicting the
research-eion ma t system. What is importnt is to ensure that stng hodzontal
linkages develop between the varous reseac cent and extension, and that the pastat
headquarters burarcy is kept "paper thin'. In futre Bank projects, it might be usefi to
stpuate in the constitution of the paas that research progms would be apprved at the
appropria levels, either by nationa research ats or the center directors as the case
may be, and that the role of the headquartrs would be confined to policy and eview.

2.12.5 Research caried out at the universities is very oftn divorced from reality and has litfle
regular contct either with the NARS or with eension. The mam reason for this is the fact that
in most counties, univsities come under the admin e jurscion of the Msinitry of
Education while the NARSs come under other istry. These latter are different in different
counties, in some, the NARSs come under the Minsties of Agriculture (e.g., Malawi, Cote

17 P Vor exanlo, tho Mal nsa sytm ha approximatey 600 uese s as agst about 100 0O
yeas ago; theao awe about 700 eahe ia Keya and 800 in NIg wia.

For eae, the Kenya AXi_t Rlesm tue (KARs).
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D'Iolre); in some othes they come under the minsty responsible for technology (e.g., Kenya,
Ghana), Policy towards Bank support to university research is not uniform; some Bank-assited
Nationl Agricldtual Resaeb Prjects include such suppott (e.g., Ethiopia), whlde others (e.g.,
Kenya) do not, even though the need to support university-based agricultural resech is felt both
by the country and by the Bank. Giving university research a role within the mainstream of the
NARS would help link such research with exsion and farmers, and would result in greater
relevance of agrioultual educaton to famrs' needs.

2.13 The role of private sector research 9 is sverely limited at prest in what it can
achieve for the resource-poor famers in Africa. Trends in other developing countries show that
privaot sctor research generlly str with evolving new crop varieties; the incentive for such
research lies in the prospects for the sale of seeds of promising varieties. In Africa, private seed
companies do not have enough incentive to undertake research in con.posites or self-pollinating
vareties of foodrop. he is evidence of
private sector research on maize hybrids in ., 

some countries. It is very doubtful ff this .
would lead to private sctor resh on any | i , t S 1.
signficant scale in Africa. The way to go 3 v 6 o 9

would appear to be towards increasing 
encouragement to farmer-based seed. i 

development (including planting materia of
vegetatvely propagated crops, such as
cassa, yam) and encouraging the 2 # 9 o
dvelopmt of indigenous technology by $ _i D_

frme. The NARS could assist in jt g t 4 2

ffort Some NGOs in Africa have done j ' 2 4 
usefu work in this'area. The example of ' 
on-fam seed production proects in Senegal Bax 6: Casa reseah i Cawu on
and The Gambia was mentioned at the
workshp. Many prtits felt that the Bank should focus the atention of the NARSs and
fte national tension ystems on increasing farmer participation research; involving them
incasingly in seed development is one way to stimuate such reserch.

2.13.1 The chalenge is to extend to the foodcrops sector those factors which have made
private sector research in high value cash crops in some countries successful, viz. the
partipation of farm in research planning and the accountability of research to the users. It
is easier to inpa participation and accountability into research on perennial or expensive
cash crps than on food crops because larger farmers tend to be better educated and orgniized,
are able to artiulate their needs, and are therefore better able to hold the researchers

v9 The rnfase is to toi anizd privat sod, and does not include fiamers (see pan 3.9.1).
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2.13.2 The contract out of mearc by the private sector to univerities and resach
institutes is lagely unknown in Ar Ica, except to a limited extent in Kenya and Zimbabwe. It
was felt by Al p ipanu tat the Bank should encourage such research sponship, and
wherever necessary, the budgetary prcedures should be modified to provide incentives to these
institutions to actively canvas for such sponsorship.

Rw&as&h on FiMw

2.14 It was cied that reseach on appropriate farm Implements - hand-opead or animal
drawn - In Africa I faling behind. Lack of farm implements is acting as a major constraint to
farm' adoption of technology. Many eamples wee cited by participants.

* In Ethiopia, any farmers use a seed rate of almost 250 kg of wheat per ha,
i.e., 2-1/2 times the recommendation, because of poor gernination which
again is due to poor land preparation. The availability of an animal-drawn
disc hanow would be veay useful.

- In Uganda, farmers are unable to sow milt in line due to the lack of a
seeder.

- IIn Nigeria and Ghana, farmers demand better weeders, and hoes.

X Gariu-malkng equipment (useful for cassava) is demanded in almost all
West African countries.

~In Somalia, farmers st use an old Italian tool bar which is vety heavyr, an
indication that research has not eneRed with a better altemnative in 50 yas

* In almost all countres there is need for a hand-operated maize sheller and
weeder.

2.14.1 It was un y felt by aU participants that mechanization, i.e., tators is not the
answer. It is thee smiping that many donors give tractors to African countries as part of
their aid package, instead of assng these countdes to develop low-cost options.

2.15 The key role which IARCs should play in focussing the attention of the NARSs on
nation prorities can be illusaed by the example of cassava. Cassava is a staple food for
many ommunitis in Africa, but maize stil receivs more attention from the resear .

29 IU nample of Ghana could be cited to support dis viewpoint te reseac fous on roo and tues
il Gna Ohas hlistorcally bee poor. I Bak-asted National Auadual Reseach Project will
hopefuly comet tis t )re (.)
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If the ntenatil Insttute of Tpcal Agricilte (IlTA) only though the NARSs,
it might not get very far in focussing the attention of researchers and policy-makers on the need
for greatr emphasis on caava research. If, on the other hand, it creates a network with the
African reseach institutes, whose demand for funds to support camava research might be
ignored by their resecdve NARSs in their enthusiasm for giving greater emphasis to more
fashionable crops such as maize or wheat, then the NARSs cannot for long ignore the

importance of cassava. Such networks would "pesade" the NARSs to pay due attention to
research on crops which are relevant to farmers and which meet a major porton of the
nutritional requirements of the rural population. The Inteonal Crops Research Institute for
the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) could similarly form a sorghum and millet network with those
research station3 m the countries where thes cop are relevant, e.g., the Sudan - Savannah and
Sahelian regins of West Africa. Such networks cutting across NARSs would be very beneficial
from the point of view of ensuring national research prioities.

2.15.1 Such "networling" would pre-suppose some attitudinal change on the part of the
IARCs. They should forge "hozontal" linkages with te relevant research stations in the
various countries, instead of with the NARSs, as, in many cases, the latter act as stumbling
blocks to the evolution of a rational set of research priorities. The formation of such networks
could be the beginning of a regional, i.e., trans-national reseach system.

R#eW JMZM grjnE of Sf1&&n Jfnds gf Research

2.16 Donors and academic and development institutions are placing increasing emphasis on
pracal research, particularly on farmers' participation in technology development in Africa.
The recommendation is to push researchers downstem, i.e., away from science, towards

rming ystems resch, and research closer to farmers. Such research depends very much
upon REL, OFAR and on-farm trials. This is an understndable response to the realization that
substanial investments in agricutural research in Africa have not yielded the desired results, and
is reminiscent of the familia debate in the agriculal research history of the U.S. and other
countries between practical and scientific researchers. Effective research-extension systems bave
a *portfolio" of atvities, comprising sciencebased expriment research, field-based research,
on-farm research, and farmer experimentation. The presentations and the discussions at the
workshop stressed the implicit weaknesses in this portfolio as one moves upsteam from tdh
farmer-end. The linkges between the vanous activities in the portfolio are not strong and
visible. The discussions at the workshop focused on strengthening the linkages at the fanner-end
of the portfolio. But history tells us that tlis is not enough and that reform in the upstream
science-based speIaliation is required for major advances in technology. This requires a
management system for research with the discipline that T&V brings to extension.



3. TANN 

3.1 Tlnning under T&V compris two kinds of trnig. The first is fte periodic
tradInng wbich is a part of the dynamics of the system, e.g. fortnightly tining of the frontline
extension staff and the SMS wokshop u. Ite second is the short term ad-hoc taining in
specfic subject matter areas (e.g., maize agronomy) either in-country or abroad.

3.2 MIThe prh opt of the Denmir of T&V. re popes fiuctoning of T&V
depends on effecdve tang of the frondine extension staff, aimed at raising the level of their
diagnostic and communication ddls, and SMS workops which provide a contiual feedback
to reseach from the field and help research to focus on farmers' problems. Despite thir
impornce, may extension projects do not provide adequately for such perodic taining and
workhops , which are the key elements of the dynamics of the system. Further, there is no
unifority among projects regrding the extent of reimbursement by the Bank of the
expenditurs incurred on them by the concemed countries. In some cases, very low percentage
of rimbusment has resulted in inadequate budget allocation by the govenments for this
impotant component.

3.2.1 In some countries SMSs still constitute the weak link in the chain. One way to rectify
this taton is to improwe the quality of SMS workshops. But researchers, who have the
rimary respo t to run these workshops, look upon them as routine trainng sessions,
ather than as fora for stimuating a two-way flow of ideas. Since, prior to the introduction of

professionlf extendon, their work had been confined to the rearch stations, they have great
difficut in uerst field problems; they are often not able to demonstate "how" to
pace their recommendations. The SMSs do not always state what they feel about the value
Of the monthly workshops due to hearchical problems. As a result the SMS workshops tend
to be too theoretical, and there is litte active paricipation of fmers during the field day of
these wokshops.

3.2.2 Even though many researchers participate acdvely in extension workshops and take
considerble interest in the rdevance of their recommendations to hfmers, rsarch systms
have been slow n: responding to the demands of extension. Researchers' carer development
does not depend upon their field visits and their contribution to trning extension staff, a point

21 Tbi chapt is basd on t pesentation of Mr. Fremy at th workhop, and therpo of Workn
Griup 2.

22 In -my countries, thus do not take plac fortnghtly and monthly r&eWetvely; countries have, in
onultation wih the Bank, mad adaptations to the periodicity of hes sessiona For the sae of
convec t are refrred to as 'fortnibhyl taing ssons and 'monhy' workhos
Sometmes the trm 'frontine exteon staff taining seson and 'SMS workhops' m aouedn
(d)
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made earlier (pam 2.2.1), participating in the technical training of extension staff is ot thefore
really aactive to them t.

3.2.3 The quality of the workshops tend to be reflected in tie fortightly taining sessions
for the Frontine Extension Workers (FEWs) conducted by the SMSs. These se:sions do not
adequaey discuss the results of the FEWs' visits to the fame' fieds; nor do tey discuss th
common succs, failures and difficultie

3.2.4 PeriodIc diagnostic workshops for the SMSs and researchers with emphasis on case
sui would improve their diagostic skdils. Increased farmer partpation fortghtly
traiingsessions and mothlty SMS workshops would intmduce realism in these Waining sesions
and make them more practical.

3.3 Tehical . After the first or second year, the same themes tend to recu
in the frtnightly taining sessions and SMS workshops. This is mainly due to tie fa that field
problems, which provide fresh researhble themes, are not discussed often enough. Besides
ths, there are other reasons as well which are:

Inwfficient attention is paid to the relevance of the innovation recommended,
whether the recommended innovations have been adp1d, how, by whom
and why, or if they have been rejected, by whom, and why?

Monthly workshops do not disc the many low cost technologies to
improve yields, reduce costs, improve soil ferdlity, pot the envient,
reduce stoage losses, etc.

Field staff often do not know how to "read the field", tend to report the
prblems mentioned by farmers as they seem, and do not dig deep enough
to find out what the underlying problems are, an indication that 'digostic
skilUs is the area of highest priority in training.

Those staff who lack udmig and f ic do not forge so
farmers, as they have noting to offer which the latter would apprecate; they
tend to look for exensive inputs like improved seeds, pestcides and
fertiizer.

3.4 leld Visit. The diagnostic skl of the field staff need to be improved. They
often try to get the answers to their questions from the farmers, instead of obsrving the Lfd,

23e experience of Kenya was cited by one of the paticipant. to support tbis point. he oKenya
Aguultum Resear8 lsttuse was rdeuc to patiipat in dth SMS wormhops an h ple tAt
scients are ment to do reseach and should not pacipde in SMS wwkpib siti has

OW (d)
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discussing with the farmers tidr prctc and reuts, and focussing on the priority objectives
of their visit. Field visits and commwuncang witi farmers should be included as a secial area
of f)cus in the fortnghtly trning or monthly workshops.

3.5 Itbft e 14. A wide variety of agicuturl schools and vocational training
centers, public and private, ofr agiculual courses. These courses are oftn too thertcal,
too long, and not well-adjusted to the needs of extnsion and farmers. Since the students of te
schools often expect to be p d y in government seice, they do not make the best
efforts to be competitive in the job market Employ are seldom involved in improving these
schools. To meet the needs of most ag iculual services, both pivate and public, technical
secondary level vocational taining centes offering 2 to 3 years hands-on training should provide
adequategenera educadon and In-deph arculal knowledge and sklls to suit field positions.
If this objectve is to be achieved, teachers should have field experience, and the school should
have apprpr farming facilities relevant to the local area.

3.6 b&wmkg 3raif. Ihe in-service training institutions suffer from many
deficiencies. Some of these are:

v The divisionsldirckoates in the development agencies or agriculuual
minises responsible for in-service trning are often inadequately staffed
and do not have the mes required to provide in-service training at the
national and regional levels.

* Training plans seldom result from well structued preparatory work to assess
trmaning needs by identifying skills requirements for specific jobs and
assessing exi g skdlls so as to derminee skills gaps.

3.7 Sbort-Tefm 1mb.t Considering that prior to the intrduction of T&V, extnsion
staff did not receive much taning, it was necessary to identify the areas, both technical and
managerial, where short-term tining was needed for each category of staff, and to prepare a
training plan for each country. Such detailed guidance coudd not be given by the Bank to the
counties. As a result, it was not possible for the project managers in most countries to make
te best use of the project funds for taining '.

3.8 . lr. It is desirable to build into the extension projects a component
of foreign taining (as long as it is not degree-related), but some innovation in the management
of this component is needed. It is neceuy that the countries and the Bank keep the following
in mind:

24 A te nalysis of the Bk Staff Appr4a Repos (SAR) of extension projects has revealed d
vey few of them &c the ismue of tuining in detail or suggost t prepration of a taining pla.
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* The staff fom the ministres and insttutions conemed siould not be away
for long periods duriag the life of a project which they should be nanaging
and implementing.2

* More attention should also be pad to the ontent of the forei taining so
that the staff are able to incrae the effctiveness of their work in their own
countries.

* Ther should be more emphasis on, informal study tours than on formal
training, particulaly between African countries. 2

* Regional aining institutions like IPD (Cameroon), LAB (Bouake), ARMTI
(Nigeria), CESAG (Senegal) at'd a few similar insfitutions should be
strenghned further through assce from EDI, ILO and UNDP.

3.9 inl" of Senlor"LevellMension Manae. The training of managers should
receve top priority and should not be confined to extension managers but should include all
naional and regional managers m the diferent areas of agrcultural services, viz, extension,
taining, research, M&E, personnel, disbursement and procurement.

3.9.1 The training should include:

dOrientation workshops on the T&V system so that the managers fuly
understand the objectives, methodology, and tools of the system;

Speific trng on the conduct of monthly workshops;

Intensive three month-management skills training to impart skldls and
qte kowle and attitudes to manage huan, materi and finaci

resources in their respedve fields; and

* Training on supervision tas.

3.10 . Trainers themselves generally lack the needed communication
skills. Poor field orientation often results in their teaching from books and focussng on theory,
instead of on pcal field worlk The following are generally the hrtcomings in the training

25 One of the paripants referred to the pract of some bilterd donos providng for degreeiotd
forip training (leading to M.Sc or Ph.d degrees) in their projects and enticing away good extension
maners for prolonged periods. (E4A)

26 The is an increasing tred among Africa counties, paiulay among the West African
F countre, to exchae extenieon expeen wih eac ote.
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capability of the SMSs and the researchers: (i) they do not have time to prpare prcical lesson
plas, materias to be delivered or teaching aids; (i) researchers as resource persons geneally
lecbe and do not use creafive teaching techniques and are not prctially oriented; (Iii) they are
uncomforable when confronted with how to address field problems which they do not
comprend; confidence comes out of familiatity witi the field conditions and they do not go
to the field, and therein Les the mot of the problem; and (iv) lack of proficiency in transforming
research results into rcommendations for use under farmers' conditions.

3.10.1 T There are a range of institutions that can undertake training of
extension staff. The following matrix describes the present status and the remedial steps needed.

fInsutioa Current status and ste eds nedd
bSining
Induction Agricultural Generally neglected; Bank projects do not

schools; Farmers' generally support their upgrading. A study
taining centers; should be undertaken for each country
V o c a t i o n a l outLining the measures to upgrade them.
schools.

Peridic taining Few countries Future Bank projects should contain
for SMSs have institutions provision for improving the facilities in the

specializing in agricultural colleges and other academic and
such training. research institutions for providing such

training.

Training of No training Considering the importance of this training,
extension institutions it is desirable to develop facilities at a
managers specialize in such regional Pan-African training center. EDI

taining; curricula could take a lead in the matter.
are not developed.

M&E No systematic It is necessary to prepare a regional plan for
taining. M&E training for a group of African

countries, and arrange the training at one
institution, either in Africa or outside. In
the long term, facilities should be developed
in Africa for this training.

3.10.2 . There is a dearth of training matial of good quality, narticularly
in areas related to tesion management and training, such as: how to recommend better
prctc to farmers, how to conduct the training programs for fronthlne extension staff, how to
conduct SMS workshops, what is meant by farmer-led technology development and good
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eamples of the same, and how to plan and conduct on-farm tials. It is necsary to prepare
ide stories and videos on various relnt topics. It would be futie to prvie the exteso

ageucio with audio-visual equipment CrV, VCR, etc.) if the needed taining software b n
avaleabk It should not be difficult for the countries to get the taining maeials prepared by
utzing te project funds; it would be more economical if a group of Afiican counties coud
come together and fund the prpation of such material.

3.11 S ik MMur= By Thc Bank. The followng specific steps could be Wtaen by the
Bank to imprve the quality of training in extension projects: strengthening the ASI network;
continual review of extension progams; more frequent thematic supervision of the extension
component; study tour of the Bank staff hndling extension projects to observe and document
good examples of the functioning of extension in the field; tauning of snior national extension
staff; and organiin regional wodrshops (e.g., the workshops ranged at Bouake, Cote d'Ihvoie
and Kisumu, Kenya in 1991) once each year.



4. AzEiGE& IENT

4.1 . A key mesge of ater 2 is the role of extension is much
wider than merely passing an messages received from research to famers, and incudei workng
actvely with tem in Uetfying constraints and opporuinites. In fct, wheever extension is
effective in the field, it reflect the latter, and the first objectve of etension mna t is to
incae such instces and senhen te flow of imtion frtom rmers to rsarhers. But
in the initial phase of implemenion of T & V. much of the tim and energy of xtenson
managers in Aftica were spent on putting the stucture in place and grappling with staff and
mobility problems. R has been difficult for them to train their field staff to identify the
problems of farmers and to focus the attention of the research system on these proWbems.
During this phase, the extension system tended to pass on to farmers what was received from
the reseach system, namely, a stndard Opacktage' of recommendations, generally for sole
cops, for each major agrocdimatic zone. As a result, in many cases extension found it difficult
to idenify relat recommendations for firmer This situon could be avoided if future

tension proects undertake detaied preparatoy work as part of the introducdon of T & V.
Such work should include a carefid analysis of the avaiable tecimological opions in the light
of pWrailg fming conditions, and, with the active par on of farmers, identificationof
a set of revnt reommendations for each major aro-climatic zone.

4.2 to MAn nt- Ban-aed extion projects should emphasiz the
preparton of such a strategic extendon proam for each major ag-clhmatic region as part
of T & V patory worL Its necessity and importance incease in tesecond-genertion
proects, with the increase in farmers' understanding and knowledge of their techological
ons. The preparaion of such a program would include:

* WTakng into account the prevailing frming systms ", field problems,
technology available with research and its rdlevance to the farmers in the
prevailing environmelt ", and the present constaints reslting from the
shortcomings in the delivery of other serviceg

V lTis chpter is basd an te paper peseoted by Mr.V. Vankae_ at the wosksop and tdo rpot of
Working Gmu 1.

28 One of the opaonal p ps which have mrd out of FSR lhs boen th need to assmDl
thnolo optfio on the basis of an _ h of the existing minu sytem. (E.)

29 For Insance, a technoloy advocaig weedig wh fames fc labor cons_trnt woud not be of
much help. See also pam 2.3.1.
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Stratification of the farmers iato hogeeous groups based on actors such
as their level of farming and resource endowments, so that different
technological options could be given to each of the groups '.

* Identificaiti of extension ecommedati apprpriate to each category of
farmers in the vaous agm-cimatic zones.

Obviously, such a strategic prgam should be pred by etension managers after discussion
with farmers, extension field staff and researchers.

4.2.1 However, the mere preparation of such a progam is not enough. Extension managers
should foRow it up with a management plan to translate the ptogram into action, and to
survise and monitor its implementain. For this purpose, they should prepare a plan of action
for their administatve units bansting the program into goals for extension staff to reach "I.
For instance, if the extension program envisions that in the first year at least 5O% of the farmers
wold be persuaded to adopt row planting over small pordons of their fields(called "adoption
plots"), this overall goal should be by agro-climatic zone, farmer category and
extenon agent, such that the manager would be able to supervise and monitor the

implement ation of the plan.

4.3 The second objective of extension management is to improve communication with the
policy-makers and donors who would like to see the connection between the extension program
and production. The extension maners should make the lnkages of the extension program
with agncultural production explicit and convcing. Such a step would earn for exLension the

of the policy-makers and would also reveal he existing gaps in technology and other
services, and policy weaknesses. For instance, it should be possible to say, on the basis of the
extensio program, that given the technical and policy constraints it would be realistic to assume
ta maize producton in the Sudano-Sahelian zone of Nigeria would grow at about 2% per
anaumm' in the long term, even though there might be dramatic short-tem increases in
production. The sttegic ectension progams mentioned previously should enable the
ptaraion of such esmates, which in turn would help identify the boundaries of agricultural
growth under the prevailing set of conditons, and the gaps which need to be bridged to enable
fames to produce more with increased efficiency. Worldng Group 1 analyzed the possible
growth tes for a few selected crops in some counties ITe exise was a rough one but
nevertheless provided a methodological framework for the prepaaton of strategic extension
progrmITI

30 This was elaborated by Workig Group 3. See Chapter 5.

31 Thee. goals should be spelt out in extension teown, such as rates of adoption of extenston
by a certain pecoentag of firmers.

32 The fige of 2% given henr is ony for sratmive puposes
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neverthclets provided a mehodological famework for the prepartion of strategic extension
pograms.

4.3.1 Extension managers seldom work out the linkges between exwension and producton.
Ti makes it difficult for them to convince the policy-makers of the role of extsion in
increasing production. Wl-established and strong M&E systems would be helpfiil, but in most
countries,, these are very weak. As a result, when extension has been very effective and has
contributed to produon incse, credit is given to other factors such as fertlizer subsidies and
credit availability. Where extension is not effective, it is blamed as being a drain on the budget.
TIis pardy explains why, despite its successes in the field, national-level extension magers
find it diffict to convince polcy-makers of the contributions and potential of exteson.

4.3.2 Extenion mnent would thus include: fi) a sttegic extension progam (pa
4.2); (ii) an extension implemenion plan (para 4.2.1); and (iii) an extension manaement plan
(pam 4.3). The Bank should assist the countries in prpai these for slected areas as
otherwise, it might be too much for a newly-elished professional extension sysem to cay
out. There is also the danger that the preparation of such programs come to be considered as
an "art-for-art's sae thoeical exercise. It is thereore essential that they are prepared
iniially in promising areas where extension is stong, and are not cast in concrete but used as
a practical and flexible tool.

iiet Extension in *brdgu LMP agt

4.4 O- ' '- "t' Extension management is thus essenty a
process which starts from the field and is built on what would make socio-eonomic sense to
fimers in a given envinment. Ihe production forecasts (or estimates) are the end result of
this exercise. The LTPS, on the ote hand, starts at the macro-level, and concludes that the
producdon of foodgain in Sub-Sabaran Africa *should' be 4% in order to sustain the anticipated
population increase. The difference beween what is possible and what 'should* be achieved
is the gap which could be bridged by a combination of policy and agricultural services
initiatives. So the issue ry boils down to decreasing the gap. Since the utimate decison-
makers are the farmers, the sidll of the extenion manager lies in identifying those measure
which would rwslt in farmers choosing to increase their level of technology adopdon, such that
the 'gap' could be narrowed.

4.4.1 The result of such an exercise is shown in the following diagram.

Gap to be bridged through long-term agriculd strategies,
including research, investment in infsucre, etc.

Realistic nbxdlm-term targetsj
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Extension, services and
policy g

4.5 Qveriew. Worldng Group 1 clarified at the outset what is meant by wtargets" in
the context of agicultutl development. The term "target" has a meaning only when the
person who defines the "target* controls the means to attain it Thereore the term, when
apd to agriculture is likely to evoke the specter of cental planning, with farmers at the
end of the long arn of the stae planning system. But, in agriculture, the decion-maes
are the farmers and the *targets" repesent nothing more than the policy-makers' goal.
There are many instruments available with the policy-maers tc make farmers increase their
production and incomes. One such instrument is better extension, another is a better
rseach sstem, the third is a better policy enironment and so on. Operationaliing the
LTPS targets really means preparation of the strategic extension progams and quandfyig
the gap mendtioned in paa 4.4.1. Further downstream work consist of identfying the means
to reduce this gp. One of the reasons for many African countries not atining the
production targets was that the policy-maks did not reaize that a number of steps are
necessary to ransaft global production targets into popniate policy reforms and
management acdon plans for the various institutions connected with agriculture. The
objectve of the Wording Group was to illustrate the methodology for tsating global
tagt into such refms and action plas.

4.5.1 The LTPS indicates that the target for the arula growth rate should be 4%;
1% through area expansion and 3% dtrugh =uctii increase. This is a global growth
rate requirent for the whole of Sub-Saran Africa. In order to attin this target,
productivity must increase at least three times its current rate. Therefore, there is a need to:
organize servc to frme such that the technology adoption by farmers would increase,
take steps to raise soil fertlity, introduce higher value crops, design better fm implments
to intensify the use of animal power on- and off-farm and reduce post-harvest losses. The
group considered extension's role in reaizing these objectives and the operational steps
ncoded to realize the producion goals set forth in the LTPS.

4.5.2 I is likely that in some zones, e.g., Humid Tropis and the Sahel, the sources of
future growth, in the short term, Lie in area expansion ter than in productivity increase m .

In some other zones e.g. the Kenyan Hignds, the short- and medium-term possibilities
woud Le in productivity incease, and in the long term, in diversification into high-value
cp. There is also diverity between crps. For instance, the group noted that for food

33 n tho example of Niger sdd by the oup, t sourcs of gowth in th shad twr, he in m
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crops, the gowth tends to be higher in the medum term and lower in the long term, whereas
for cash crops, it would appea to be the opposite.

4.6 M02MM. The fist stp is to disaggregte the oveal agricultutal growth
rate targets into targets for the various important crp and livestock as wel as agro-cimatic
zones based on their potential ExteWion managen should thus trate the overall growth
targets (set by policy-makes) mto growth target degated by crop and agro-climatic
region and compare these targets with the realistc estimates of their growth. An andysis of
such disa targets would reveal the gaps in the policy framework or in the delivery
of agricultural services, gaps which would need to be filled if the postulated growth targets
are to be attained. Such a step would also demonstrate the causal linkages between extension
and productivity incrse.

4.6.1 The methodology evolved by the woring group compris the following stps:

* Disaggrgation of global targets into targets for the vanous constient
arlmatic regions, such as: the Sahel, Sudano-Guinean, Sudano-
Sahdlian, Highlands and Humid Troics.

-Special attention to facto which influence farmers' adoption of
technology, such as: low-rainfll areas which require risk- img
agriculre for which there are lmited technological pdtons; humid-
toica zones with technology constraints on nnual crops due to poor
soil ftility and soil conservation problems; land-locked countries with
high transport costs and high production costs for all cops; and the CPA
Franc zones which prently have a difficult macro-policy e.

* lAnaysis of the curent farming system, the status of technology adoption
by frmers, yield levels, availability of inputs and the policy
environment.

* Assessment of the availability of new technology from a variety of
sources, (mcluding farmers) that would be relevant to the farmers; and an
estimte of the extent to which these technologies would be adopted by
them.

* Estimation of the percentage increase of productivity that can be brought
about by f1me' adoption of the available chnoloy.

* Identification of the measres to be taWen to enable farmers to adopt
extension recommendations, such as better availability of inputs, credit,
prices etc.
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4.6.2 This methodol would enable extnion managers to identify the boundarie of
agricltural growth under a given set of pameters which define the enviinment in which
farmers take producton decisions.

4.7 A&WUBiLS h.of hthue mhidIR - The group Ilustated the meethod by
workn out 4 examples:

* Maie in tie Sudano-Guinean zone of Niger
* Rainfed rice in Cote d'lvoire
* Cotton in Zimbabwe
* Maize in the Kenyan highs

The folowing tables summarie the group's calculation. It must be staed here that these
calcaons are indicative and migt not acurately reflect field conditions. Growth rate
al s are apimate. An explanation of the tables is given in pars 4.7.1 - 4.7.3.

'fabe 4.1

_____________ imb : Seie insudwanuineen loe _________

__ _ __ _ __ _ _ 199 19 -99 2010 

Yietd _60 660 1200

Growth rate I 1.6 3.8

idotYn Blot yield 900 90_ 2000

!daptIfn rate, t) 60 60

Nilln moasse content Titly planting; weedin; vrfety; fertilizer; and rotloVeystem.

Tochntolelal corsraints

RmeGrch (a) Vrfet es (b) Plant protectan
Cc) sed control(Stries) (d) Soil tmmnsemtnt

gEaxm (a) weosiset (b) Training

OthLSE k01in (a) Nwrketlevsfme ro (b) Fertilifer distrtbution
Cc) Credit (d) infrastructre
Ce) Civil Service
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1990 199S 2010

iotdd 1 20 1606 2215

Growth rate I ___ _ 1.2 2.1
dMtion Dott lod 2000 2000 3000

Adoptfon rate, (2 10 30 so

Ible amasses cOntent Density; timly seeding; Iwpr*ved seeds; weeding; thiming freqauoLes;
seed; and fertiltization.

1°diatolest comtraftsl

Research )a) Varieties (b) Fertilizer dos.
Cc) Weed awagemet (d) Farming system

lW nmi (a) Nement Cb) Nu
(e) Training (d) Lfimted msseWs

(a) EXd_a rate (internationl price)

Taleb 4.3

___________________ Exumle #: Cotton In ZfWx*ve

; _ _ _ _ _- _1990 1995 2010

Yield 8 00 840 160

AMowth rate ______ _ 0.7 2.0
AdoPtfon yietd I 1200 1200 1500

do ton rate () SO 60 80

Main mess.. content Seed; pest control; plantfno date; and fertilizers.

IsnledQlgcelt constralfta

Biseroh (a) Pest control (b) Cost reductfon
(c) Varieties (d) Fertilizer timing
(e) Limited sattlholder focus

J33.UUAQn C(a) Nessges for smsltholdvr (b) Training

Cther Bcn tr Int (a) Internattonal price Cb) Domestic Market/Prices
(c) Nigh Transport cost
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_________________ 1990 199S 2010

Yf otd 2000 23o 2800

Orouth rate 3.2 1.0

tion voi 30 3500 4000

Adoption rate X 40 50 60

Mlan mumsae oontent Tiely planting; spacing; fertilizer; pest control; iqwoved s4eds; and soil
conservation.

TeehnoLoofcat constratlnts

osearch (a) Varieties/seed (b) aNommement
(@) Plant protection (d) Low- ncome focus (eagrO-

forestry, nutrition,
resource)

p tusim (a) Nanagement (b) Training

other IBEL ints (a) Market restrictions (b) Irput availabitity and
distribution

(c) Budget problets caused by (d) Dispawities (includfng know-how)
wrong esphasis
e.g., subsidies

4.7.1 Enatio of the Tables. In Table 4.1, which relates to maize in te Sudano-
Guuan zone of NIger, the estmate of the current aveage maze yield Is 600 kgfha, and ths
is esdmated to increase by 1995 to 660 kgha (i.e., 10% increase), with the expected better
deivery of agricultural services. The yields on the adoption plotse are assumed to remain
unchanged till 1955, as no major breakroughs are expected before then on the tchnology
front. But the adoption rate, i.e., the percentage of farmers who adopt aU the recomme
Is expected to inrease from 40 to 60% due to the expcte policy improvements and better
exnsin. The prent constraints are indicated below the table and if these are overcome,
which would be a long-term process, yields on the adoption plots could increase from 900 kg/ha
in 1955 to 2000 kg/ha in 2010. The adoption rate is exected to rmain constant at 60 percent.
Te estimated average yield by the year 2010 is 1200 kg/ha. Table 4.1 suggests the
methodology for the preparation of extension progams, indicating what is feasible in the
medium term under the prevailing envirment, which includes ehno logy, support seMces and
policy, and the boundaries of possibility in the long term if the indicated constaints are
overcome.

34 Adoptin plots are small parts of the faimers' fields an wbich they prcts the extes
-nnonda_ma with tair own resouces. If farmes ae coviced of th usefune of tb

ons, tey enla thea of adoptiongradually. lho yieds an theos plots indicate vat
is wchivable an rmers' filds with tae eistig technology, fers' rous the level of aohr
spporti s8ervices (eg., markets) a dh poly inviromnunt.
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4.7.2 Table 4.2 relates to the esdmates of growth rates in rainfed rice in Cote d'Ivoire.
Te present adoption plot yield is 2000 kg/ha and the adoption rate is a low 10 percent. As in
fte earlier example, the production crease in the medium term would be entirely attributable
to an epected increase in the adoption rate. In the long term, the yield on the adoption plots
is expected to increase from 2000 kg/ha to 3000 kg/ha, due to the availability of better varieties
and other ftors, and the adoption rate from 30 to 50 percent.

4.7.3 Table 4.3 relates to the esdmates of the growth rates of cotton in Zimbabwe. It will
be seen that mainly due to technological and marketing constraints, the yield on adoption plots
is not expected to increase by more than 25% even in the long term, as against the higher
increases anticipated in the earlier two examples. The main thrust of research should be on cost
reduction through Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and the iming of fertlizer appliation.
If usef recommendations are available on these, then it would be possible to increase both the
adoption plot yield and the adoption rates.

4.7.4 Table 4.4 gives the producdon increase feasible in respect of maize in the Kenyan
highlands. Unlike in the earlier cases, the adoption plot yield is expected to increase from 3000
kgha in 1990 to 3500 kg/ha in 1995, with the adoption rate increases from 40 to 50 percent.
In aU the four examples provided by the working group, the calculations are based on field
experience, on what famers can be eected to do under a given set of constraints and
opportunities. As observed at the outset, the figures are purely indicative and are given here
to illustrate the methodology suggested by the group.

4.7.5 The report of the Workdng Group suggests that it would be unrealistic to expect
extension programs to close the gap between what is needed, in other words, the "targets", and
what is feasible; indeed, even a combination of effective research and extension is unlikely to
cose the curent gap in Sub-Saharan Africa or even to narrow it significantly. Improved
infastruce, institutions and markets, and a demographic transition to lower population growth
rates will all be required to close the gap. In this connection, it is worthwhile to remember that
few countries have managed a 3% growth in productivity over a very long period.

4.8 Recom I datim. The main thrust of the working group report was that extension
should be goal-oriented, with perceived linkages to production and productivity increases. This
would pre-suppose that extension should not be content only with the predominantly technical
job of identifying better technologies which would increase farmers' incomes, but should assume
a developmental role, thus contributing to the larger national perpective.

4.8.1 The T&V system gives a work schedule to each extension staff. Extension managers
should go further and preare performance goals for each extension staff spelt out in extension
tems (not production increases). For example, such goals can be: about 40% of farmers adopt
the recommendation regarding spacing in the first year; about 25% adopt inter-cropping
recommendations and so on. The manager should then prepare estimates of increases in
production which could be brought about if these goals are reached. Thus, the contribution of
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each extension agent to the overalU production increase can be assesed. This would instl among
the field exteo staff a spirit of competon and goal-orentaton.

4.8.2 Exension should be pro-active in anticipatg cnstaints and advising policy-maken
about advance actions needed, either in the policy arena or in services, and spearead
improvements in these ". For example, in some part of Nigeria, extnon has gone as far
as it can without the active support of other services, particularly credit. The study on the
performance of T&V extension in Kenya I mentions the reasons for non-adoption of
recommendations relatng to fetilizer application. Out of the sample famers, 46.5% (in the
post-T&V period) apply basal dressing of fertilizers, and out of the maining 53.5% of non-
adapters, 33.5% could not adopt due to higb costs (indicatng lack of credit), and 12.7% due
to non-availability. The conesponding figures for top dresing ae: 17.1, 82.9, 36.9 and 6.2%
resedvely.

awM Eutension Manament Isues

4.9 Eniroament. The potential of an effective exteson system to contrbute
positively to environmental potection is not easily perceived and it is ofte not undersood that
in Africa, managing the enironment is largely a question of the responsible management of
agriculture. The fault also lies in the way. goverment bureaucacies are oganimzed; in many
countries only projects i nted by the Vp ts r ible for
are conddered to be environmentally friendly. The falt lies pardy with exnsion; in many
areas extension has no specific agenda for environmea impvements and where they have
(e.g., Ethiopia Pilot Watershed Project), their contibution is neither widely known nor
understood. M & B systems of extension projects do not include specific pameters rlated to
environmental improvement, such as messages rlating to teated Pest Management([PM),
their adoption and impact in terms of reduction of pesticides usage, and mesages regarding
agro-fbrestry and their adoption. Future ete projects should spell out the role of exnsion
in improving the enronment in more specific term, and M & E sysems should be able to
monitor extesion's contribution to environment

4.10 Extension Focus on Womn and Youh. Hee again it i necesury to spel out
clearly the paramers to be monitored in order to assess the contribution of extension to
inrasn g the incomes and welfare of women farmers and agriclil laborers and youth. In
some countries (e.g., Kenya), the extion system is doing very useful work by carymg out
extension activities in schools, including teaching the stuent how to grow vegetables. Ihis
should be made a reguar feau in all the Bank d extension project. Subjects cwveed
may include nutrition, growing seedling and agro-fosry.

Ss TbI ole o rvidowd for eotensn in pan 2.10 would be difficult if a pro-activ. fol. is not awd
by ex_Wsza

36 See paa 1.13.
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4.11 hEao Monnaemn and Cii Blksev Slr. It is gmemesdy accepted that
the condium of serice of govemment staff in most Afncan countnes require improutment.
But so far no tangible stpbave been Wme in this dhrection either by the Bank c¢ by the
unxtdiea The coimdy-held view bothi within the Bank and outside is tha while tbis is a

critcal isw, f solution liei in vtual priion of tenn and other acultal
wvices rathier than in lacking the msue of civil semvce incentives. It js doubtft if pnvazaon
ofresrch and eSensi on any significant scale would be achlieved in the near future in Afiica$,

pdualy for food crops. It would the¢efore, be realstc to exe research and extension in
Aiiica to continue to be dispesed by the public sector, though some activitie of a potzialy
comale mumr, such as input mly or credit, coutd be transfered to thie pnvaw or
cooetW socor in the near future. It is dfierefore neces#uy to come to grips widfi the iose
of " wi erine centm. Dweaig the proesonal pride of the stiff dirugh im vna

tin ir woddng conditions and proiion of a better ge etfiwnework for their
Smc, wol cerinly improve their morae as it has done in may countries wbere T&V

ha been introduced,, but in the long run, a ydfctr monetary and professional incendve
system is reqdted. Howser, any "special" allowances only for eKtension staff sould be
disoluged; exension staff should not rece.ive any specil monetary benefits not avaHable to
staff in othe Ministies such as health, education etc.
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5.1 QOv mw. Many facrs exteal to extension influence famers' production
decisins, such as prices, poicies, markes, credit and input supply. Worldng Group 3
dicusd these and other major elements constituting the farmers' environment, including the
institutonal environment. Some of the questions addressed by this group are: What are the
various services which farmers need? Who provides them, and what are the most efficient ways
in which they can be provided? How are these institutions supported by the donors?

5.2 Services to farmers in Afica are provided by various agencies. These can be
categorzed into: (i) extension and reserch agencies, most of which are in the public secto,
(ii) community groups and coopeatives, which are not yet well-developed in SSA; (iii) private
sector agencies, including frmers and NGOs; and (lv) government agencies which would
inlude government departments and parastatals. Unle in developed countries where most of
the services to faumers are provided by rmes' rganizations, coopertves or private sector,
in Africa the public sector is sdtll the dominant provider of most of the agricultural services.
Unfotnately, many policies tend to be oriented towards the perpetuation of this dominance and
the dependence of fmers on public sector agencies.

5.2.1 Govenments in Sub-Saharan Africa are more keen to rush in and do things
themselves rather than creating conditions for the growth of the private sector. In agricultural
development it is necessary to clearly recognize that government has a role which it should play
and that it should conserve its resources such that it is able to play this role properly, such as
creating the proper conditiosm for the development of the private sector, paricularly in inputs,
credit and markelt. The government's role shoutd generally be confined to the provision of
basic services, such as resarch, eesion, irrigation and inf . But it is common to
see governments not finding enough resources to do the job which they should do as these are
drained by the efforts of the govenments to provide support services, which they are not
equipped to carry out efficiently.

5.2.2 The group listed the areas in which services are provided by the existing agencies.
These are shown in Table 4.5. These agencies are supported by a number of donors and
international institution which are also listed in the table. This is the general picture of activities
focussed on by different oranizational types. In reality, in some countries, there is a large
amount of overlap between categories.

5.2.3 The challenge which the Bank and other donors face is how to move away from the
dominance of the public sectr agencies towards greater empowerment of the farmers, and the
increased nvolvement of cooperatives, NGOs and the pnvate sector. The response to this
challenge should be in terms of strengthening those processes at the grassroots level which
increase the demand for inputs and serces and eventually lead to the growth of private
enterpise.

37 This capter is based an the repwt of Woddng Osop 3.
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5.2.4 Th Workn Group noted that the struur refoms initated by the Bank in many
African countries are rulting in a gradual ib on of the gin marketing trade wich
wold provide a better deal to armemrs Tese reform also gradually leading to the
inducdon of the private sector in the ferilize trade. In other ares, pardcularly seeds and farm
Implements, the proces of transformation is not conspicuous.

5.2.5 Duing the discussion of the Working Group report, many interesting obsvatons
wete made by the participants. Thes e summaized below:

* he Bank's initiativrelating to inputs have so far been confined to
fertilizers. Without inproved seeds, fertlizers are not of much use. But
the strategy towads seed development is still unclear.

* Some Bank and donor-assisted projects have suorted the growth of seed
parastotals, rather than the growth of seed production and marbeting by
farmers.

* The working capital needs of the private sector feriliz trade are not being
adequately met by the commercial banks.

* The nual f a sector in general and farm credit in pardcular are not
adequately devdoped, and this woud tend to stfle faes' initatives in
fsed production and markeftng, and tir diversi on into non-radiional
crops.

5.2.6 The Working GroWp rcommended that following extension reforms, appropriate
strtegies should be formulatd for other agricultural services; with an emphasis on increasing
reian on farmers' groups.

5.2.7 The summary of recommendations of the Working Group is given in Table 4.6. The
group cladfied the farmers into two major groups: the resource-poor, and the medium-scale
and large farmers, and indicated the r s of each group, m the main areas where
technologies? or policy dhangs are needed. Such areas are: culura practices, tools, seds,

fertlizer, water, fuel wood, savings and credi, maketn, land tenure, soi conservation,
livestock and nutrition, were then isted. A divere range of o ons were suggested by
the group for calTying out these rcom n including: publc extension and research,
farmer training centers, private traders, procs and bank, consulting services, NGOs,
artns, saving societies, s, govemmt regatory bodies such as seed certification
and land use agencies, and intnatonal donors.
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6.1 Te debate on this theme centered around the queston of whether the existng
agctur extnio sysems should be used as a chamnel for diseminatI messages on a
wider rnge of topics, sch as fastry, fisheies, fadly planning, rura hygiene and AIDS, or
whether they should focus only on agrculture and losely-rated tpics such as environment and
forstry. How narrow or broad should xctension messages be? The debate was not on whehr
to substitute the pesent profesiona gricutural extnsion system with a multi-pwpose extension
system but whether agricultural extension mesg should be woven around messaga in the
areas mentioned above, and whether this would make it easier for exteon to eun the
commitment of country leaders and the confidence of the farmmg ccr'munity.

6.1.1 It was argued by the prponents of broadming the scope of extension that in some
countries there e overiding coners that must be addressed, if extension should be effective;
some of these are family planning, AIDS, health and nutitio. For example, in Burkina Faso,
the mous immediaw dveloppnt priorty is to reduce the number of children in an aveage
fmily from twelve to three, and this priity should be adressed by the agricultual exension
system, which is the only functoning government agency in the rural areas with the necessry
reach and spread, mobifit and zesoue, as is the case in many countries.

6.1.2 The first reason mentioned in favor of extenson adheing to its present agenda instead
of vent into new areas, was the lack of aexprse in the new areas. It was felt that the
current exeion systems are qualfied to deliver messages direcdy reating only to agicultue
and a extensibo huld therefore stick to its professional field istead of ling the arpness
of its edge thruh epansion of its scope. On the other hand, it was argued by those who
wanted extemion to have a much boader-based approach, that some years ago, the very same
reasons which are now giv for extension not ventuing into other areas, particlarly lack of
exetse, were cited as reaons for not expnding the range of extension messages to include
home economics and the special problems of women; but these latter are now accepted as part
of the normal respnsilites of the extsion service. They however felt that it is
understandaletha there is cderbie hedtatn to ewand the scope of extension t include
some of the priority areas mendoned in pama 6.1.1.

6.1.3 The other mar reason advanoed in favor of extnon not expanding its scope in the
near future related to orga n issues. It was felt that there are already izil
poblems with having messages elating to livestock and crp ddeered by the same exteion
agent, and that the problems would increa if more disciplines were added. While an
agrculur extension service coud supplement other government efforts in areas such as
populain or AIDS, it should not take over the primazy extenion ibiLty in these areas.

6.1.4 In many couies, agrictural etnsion stf const the songest govenmmet
presence in the rural areas, and certainly, thb to the Bank prqJects, the best-endowed in terms
of vehicles and operating budgets. These factors could lead to a temptaion to overload the
eaension service by enusting to it a variety of tass. Sometmes the very success of the
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adendon srice bas led to the dilution of its focus, due to goveranents giving to the extension
systm responsibiities in areas other than agriculture. Such moves need to be resisted in oader
to retain the profeionalism offte extemsion servke. The example of India was cited to show
how extenson focus could be blurred by entrusing a variety of tas to it When the
Community Development Program was sted in Inlia in the early 1M9s, the primary
responsibility of extenion in India was agrcure. In course of dme, the extension sevice was
entusted with r ibt for family plnning, credit adminison, input supply and small
saving collection. Apart from the dilution of its professionalisn, the extension agent came to
be peceved as someone to be avoided, as credit recovety, small savings collecton and fify
plaming we not particularly popular with the vilagers. Tne example of Malawi was also cited
to show how entrusting credit recovery to extnsion staff adversely affect ension.

6.1.5 The recommendation that the responbilities of the agriculturl exnsion system be
expanded by the addition of new areas is based on the view of extension as a giver of messages.
it is therefore argued that if the system includes Omessages' in other areas, the additional areas
woud be adequaty served by the extnon servic As the discssion in pras 2.3 - 2.6 would
show, the main objective of the exsion system is far from merely delivering -mssages; it
is to work actively with the farm and the rearch sstem to geneate rlvant
recommendations. Demonstrtion of the recommended practices is also an essential part of
extension. It is very doubtful if the present gricutu extension sytms could handle these
new areas competently. If it is merey a question of delivering 'messages," the extension system
might be able to cover them, but that would not represent any substantial contribution to these
new areas.

6.1.6 The geneal conclusion which emerged at the worksop was that depte the stng
arguments in favor of its waking on additional responsibilte, extsion should avoid entering
areas outsde agriculture. It was felt that many of these other areas could be more competenly
handled by sociologists and educators. Mass media could be an effective tool to sharpen the
awress of the people rering the seiousness of ties issues. Instead of takdng on new
ressibilities outside agricuiture, extension coud focus more on covering many areas allied
to agriculture, such as, agro-fety, water management in small irrg schemes and
vegetative methods of soil and water conrvon.

6.1.7 Some altenative ideas were offered for addrewing AIDS and Population. First, the
principles of T & V could be used to extend the coverage of the eisting health svices.
Second, the use of mass media coud be expanded. Third, the educaional network of primary
and secodary schools, could deal with these issues and teachers at the seowndary school leve
could be trained to work on them with the rticipaton of their sudents. Fourth, the results of
situaon analysis, problem ident and diaosis done by xtension could be sared with
other sectors.
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6.2 The main Isue disssied was whether there are pm-conditions to be met prior to the
introducdon of a professional extension system, such as the efficiency of supporting services
(e.g., credit, Inputs), rural tu policy framework and prices for farm produce. The
view held in some quarters, which was advocated at the workshop, is that extension camnot do
much unless the varous supporting sevices are in place along with an enabling policy
environment and the commitment of governments; and that consideration must be given to the
rtve importance in agricultral production of elements such as security of land tenure,
availability of credit, input supply and markets.

6.2.1 The consensus at the workshop was that the introduction of professional extension
should not be potponed undl all the factors mentioned in para 6.2 were in place; and that a
minimum of political support is all that is needed to start extension. Once farmers see the
results of improved extension
they wouid demand better.a**~
support services, and it wouid tE

thnbe liffiult for the .WIN O
politicl and admirative i . s .
leadership not to respond to iBlA

these demands. The evidence A S a l 3i o b b * wpoi A
from many countries shows .EEE

t extension can focus the G m X
attention of licy-maker' on . I f_ot 
the needed imroeensin ~ s T
policies and services.
Extenson can also assess ~ b i ~ ~ dplA
whether the existing 
institutions are meeting
farmers' needs and, if not, Box 9: Development of support services
how ihey can be improved,
and it can also identify the support services needed.

6.3 Axuilgbit.tof Technolo. The initia extension recommendations are generally
simple ones, relating to cultural practies such as land preparation, row planting and weeding,
requiring no additional purchased inputs. The basic premi of extension is that by teaching
frmers how to make better use of the available resources, substantial production increases could
be achieved 1. In most African countries, sufficient relevant technological recommendations
are avable to support extenion in the initial stages. Even where they are not available, "good
farmer practices" can always be propagated by extension, until the research system catches up.
Researchrs and extensionists often overlook these "good farmer practces" or the vast resrvoir

20 Field apece has dson tht sua productiity increase is possible through better a_mic
prcc. Se Chapter 7 for a summamy of the reslts of Kenya study.
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and ferdlirs. This would upgade frme' adoptin of techology in gradual stes.
Extension could thus play a key role In Inrasn the demand for purcLased inputs. It could,
however, erode its credibility with fmers if it recommends the use of purchased inputs when
these are not easily available. Therefore, when famers reach the limit of the productivity
Improvements tt are possible through the use of low-cost technologies alone, input and credit
services should develop in order to be able to meet the demand. Thus, extension can make
input Wpply opentions viable by incrasing the demad for inputs, but at the same time its
effectveness would be blunted if inpu are not easily available to farmers. This does not mean
that these sices should be sed in the public sector. It is the responsibility of the Mnitry
of Agriculture to ensre that policies are adopted which favor the development of these services
in the most efflcient manner possible.

6.4.1 The generaly accpted criteria . ..

for the efficacy of the input system are: w .
timely availability, quality, affordability ,.,'
and subility. If the system does not § A t.4ted
meet the above critera, the efectivenes s.d ' 
of extenson wil be blunted. For ; f

example, if the seeds arrive late,
extension recommendation regarding _
timely planting is c; no avail. If t .the . \ 

qualty of seeds is poor, it would be | . .

difficldt for farmers to maintain adequate 
plant population. Fertilzers should be ~~ 
suitable for the soil type and the cosMN;
which farmer want to grow. The extent
to wbich a country9s input system satsfies Box 11: oIiih of inPuts
the above citenia depends criically upon
its policis and strategies relating to the produco and distribution of inputs.

6.4.2 Seeds. Many countries in Africa " have set up paLasals for the production and
positioning of seeds of modern crop varietie. For a variey of reasons, these pas s have
not been able to meet the cdteia of timeliess The reasons vary from country to country; some
of txe ame: lack of working capital with private wholesales and retles; inabilty to set up
a marketing networkl, transport system subjet to strict government controls which act as a dis-

22 In ahost very couatry, diffet fa as. at diffent levels of dwelopmet, and while are
likely to need purchased inputs, othes do not. bt and crdit arm thoe necfre to some
degr i evey county (U.).

23 Promdeat excepo to this are Kenya, Zimbabwe and Mslawi. lM oed syems of Keya and
Zimb e uniquely stct wi considablo imvolvemnt of he users, and have boee pwvidig
go service to fauers for a long tiu. Mh Nasal Seed Campy in Malawi is jointlv owned by
a multinational ad t Govemt of Malawi.
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machinery '. Such a rstaegy wold male good quality seeds avalable to farm in dme for
planig, at af e pdies, ad reduce the burden of a patata subsidy on the govenment
bude

6.4.3 EWina. In more tban 85% of African countrie, fertlz nutient use is stil
below 10 kg/ha of agricultul are Ths is due to a number of fctor, including inadequate
financ esoures to import frtlizers and disincentives to their use, such as unfIavorble crop.
fertiizer price relonships, particularly for food crops '. The policies relafing to the impoft
and tutin of kftlizers are often governed by policies relatng to exchange rates and the
alocaion of foreign exchange for imports. As in the case of seeds, the policia and strateds
rdaing to ftilizer imp,t and distribution affect the timely availability of fertlers of the ight
ype. IThe exrince of the Bank's fied staff shows that where fertiher impot and/or

distbuton is the monopoly of parastals or a private sector monopsony, farmers seldom get
it in time. When fertli are Wpplied by donors they are not necessarly suitable to the soil
type and crops . Since most countrie of the region have a combination of both, namely,
donor-supped fertilizers and parastatal import and distribution, there could be a red possilty
of the ferilizer distribution system not xeeting the criteria set out in pata 6.4.1. Whenever
fertilizers e not conmed because of their late arival or due to other reasons" , twy are
imvaiably card over to the next season, often under poor stoage conditions. Many coutries
do not have fril-testing labatories to test the fetilizer befioe sale to farmers in the
following season.

6.4.4 k . The aoach to the task of organizing inpUt suply in Africa has
Wlgy been from the sply d. Ihe problem is percdved as one of orgaizing the
availbiit of seeds or fertilizers to fame at *affordable prices. When the demand is low
and thdWiy spread, this task becomes adminisively difficult and expense. The first step is
to incea the demand for inputs, to be flloowed by an appropdate staty for each sub-sector
to encourae the evolution of the prvate or coopeative sector. But, in many situations, the
iial demand mit not be adequat to atact the private sctor. Instead of encourging the
devdepment of the private secW through ap ae staties, govnments often feel tmpted
to argue that since the pvate sctor is way, they should themselves step in; and very often they
do, and orgaize iput supply and credit through parstatas. Such a step has often rested in:

14 k-baIt has boe adhat the ovedtead cosf ceaning, packing, uging _d tspot, which a
normy inrd by parast corss to sbout 50% of th wling prie.

25 PAO. Atlas of Afica Aiula 1986. PAO, Rome

as Malawi is a good emple. 5 de op frmi wre supped CAN (a varty of fteiz),
no becousd ta was dwy wanted, or wha was needed, but becus m dnor decided to supy
it to Wwow a

27 f unsm ame lat or play ftuant, fanner do not purchase fertiizrs
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(1) the input system not meeting the criteria set out in para 6.4. 1; (ii) scarce government
reourc beg spent on subsidizing the operations of pastaas; nd (m) fortlg the
development of the private sectr.

6.4.5 Sbilidig. Many countries adopt input production and distribution policies which
do not faLvor efficiency and try to make up for loss of efficiency thrugh subsidies. The policies
In nmay countries favor subsidies on seeds and fertlier, despite their burden on the
government budgets, and even at the expense of depriving the- agrculture knowledge systems,
which include research and extension, of adequate recurrent budgets. A portion of -th amount
spent on subsidies could, if made available to the resarch and extension systems, improve their
perfiormance. Extension could, for example, teach farmers when and how to apply fetilMier,
lading to an incra in fertilizer us efficiency and facilitating a reduction and eventual
elimination of subsidieS 2'.

,6.4.6 The key question is whether the Bank should support extension projects in countrie
where parastatals handle input supply. The rationale for not doing so arises from the fact tha
fth parastatals would eventually soak up the resources at the expense of extension (and research).
On the other hand, research and extension are needed to increas the demand for mnd the
effective use of inputs. The balance of advantages would lie in favor of supporting research and
extension projects, and to deal with the issue of pmrsfttals through other instruments available,
particularly Bank supor to the countries' structura adjustment programs. But when not only
inputs but all service are controlled by government, as in the Sudan, the Bank has to be very

25 In Malawi, for example, the fertize subsidy in 1990-91 was MK 26 million, which wis roughly
1.8% of governmen expedit.
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cautous in~ suppoting the ititrodutin of a P
profe a extnsion system. Ii 

6.4.7 Extenson can be introduced on a ~ aii~at.x~~ r otoldb
pt scale w ut p- dions, to ii i
demonsftr that all other thigs being equal, .o $l avsin4hit4ez t
extsion lone oould bring about aut a paati . a 
betterment of farmers' incomes. The Bank r w e i e S
should however, place more emphasis on the | , d _ .ns
importne of some crucial complemetay e i I
measures, namely, adequate prices, intapdhta 'QW u
eliminaton of policies such as over-valued i V k i 
exchange rAtes which disriminate in favor of g = =
agricultural imports, restrictions on local F f _
marketing thugh regulon (ncluding ._
licensing) which hinders the development of _
local markets, and the abolition of.
compdwsry purhase from farmers. Where . . ...

thes measure do not exist at afl there 
should not be a geera 'green signarl for Box 14: Agricultural produdton stem in the imrgaton
starting extension (and certainly not on a conmnans of Suda
naional scae staightaway).

Erteasien ,Stut-U,:

6.5 The main issue discussed here was: "What are the elements needed to facilitae a
successful extension project start-up?' Some of the key elements mentioned were: sStng
small, good mnagement, proper choice of implementing agency (e.g., civil service, pastatal,
NGO), government commitment and finance (e.g., making sure that the operating costs of
aeension are fully financed) and the avalability of useful and relevant technology which the
extnion service can recommend to farmers.

6.5.1 Pil. It was generally felt that strting on a small scale was desirable. Pilot
project oganized on a small scale and financed well, would provide useful lessons, particularly
when they are not confined to high potential areas, but are spread over areas with varying risk
situtons. When governments see successfiu pilot projects they are generally willing to provide
finanoe for expansion ".

Them bha been inst of fidl scab prects beng arted without pil ptojet to precedtm,
e.g., dh Sua, Somaa, Zmbia Sometim te ha bee a vey short tme g betwee the
dating of the pilot opean and that of the full scalo national proect, eg., Tannia Somcti.m
gove_mmn tmselves do not want pilot pjects and a feeing was expethat there have been
too mny Bank-funded pilots; they want filll scale nationld prjects straightaway. (Ed.)
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6.5.2 Pilot etsion projects could proie useful insights if ter peformance is careuly
mitoed, and a separte study regarin the feaiHty of intrducng T & V would then not
be necesay. But pilot operations would thmlves seve the purposes of a study only if during
the implemention of the pilot activity, valuable lessons are dawn which are applied while
pepaing and apprising naioa projects .

6.5.3 Involving Other Oizain. While the Misty of Agricuture (MOA) should
taWe the lead role in implementing extension projec, it should also involve o ons at the
field level (fame' orga and NMOs) with the implementation of extension. Exclusive
dependence upon the civil service in impmnation suld be avoided if possible, even though
a multiplicity of implemeting agencies wod bring its own problems. The exrence of Mali
in intrducing a professional extension systn ilte the problems inheret in multiple
organizations involved in extnsion. In such cases coordination between ions is the key
to ensuring that the diver efforts coalesce into a nationa extension program, and that the
commitment of the Ministries cerned and the national level policy-makers is secured.

6.5.4 ftfng. Most Ministries of Agriculture in Africa have large numbers of staff,
many of them often not well-qualified; they habe also not received training in the various
tecnical aspet of agiculture. Under Bank-as_sd extension projects, the main stategy has
been to put them to better use, by training them, providing them with mobility and incentives
to do field extnsion work, and above aU by assitng the govenments in implementing a
profeional aetension system with strong linages to rarch. Even though this strategy is
open to the critcism that the Bank is supptg the per ion of government buau es,
given the circumstances, there are few viable alternativ whih have proven effectivc in the
field on a large scale.

6.5.5 G Governmead P cm itment is a key faor
in te successful start-up of extenion projects. While pot proects could be stared with
minimal commitment, the nationa phase shoud not be sarted without evidence of strong
government commitment. Some indicators of poor govem t commitment are: lack of
continuity in leaderhip within the MOA due to frequent tasfers of senior staff and obsenrers
on overseas tavel, and poor financial support to the projects. In addition to govemment
commitment, farmers' commitment is critical. The piot proect woud show if farmers find
extension usefil to them and are committed to extension, and fll-scale national projects should
not be ste unless there is evidence of such commitment.

6.5.6 It would be desirable if at the time of intoduon of the project, anappo y
senior staff member of the Bank holds discussions with the govment at a high level to ensure

30 A reo anldyis of the Staff Appai Repotb (As) an extesm has hownt is hasW n
always beo the case. here havo bees insunces of inadeque andyiss of ho perfou_ace of t
pilots and thd leson wn up by tbem befor to lnhing of natoa projecs. (Ed.)
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commitment. This dsod be followed up immediately with a series of start-up seminars for the
field staff. Quick results on the ground are important to ensure sustained government
commitment. wt'Q results in the field and obta cmmitment at the top' would be an
appropfiate strategy. Commitment at the top is crucial to ensure the timely release of adequate
fuds. It is important that the country staff and AST field staff follow-up on initial government
commitment to enswe results on the ground, so that initial success can help to generate
enthusiasm at the policy-maldng level.

6.5.7 The availability of relevant technology ready for dissemination immediaty following
the start-up, and an enablng pohicy environment (including policy relating to land tenure) are
useful to "jump-start! projects. For example, the existence of simple, low cost
recommdatio for soil and water conservation in Burkina Faso based on teracng, enabled
extension to develop quickly.

anb Sector otesin

6.6 The main ue addressed here was the private sectW's role in extension and its
elationship to Bank-suqprted projects. It was also noted that the issue is one of ineasing
private sector extension and not
'prvatizatlon.' It was agreed that more
inmtnve effort should be made to .

uage private sector ion in -<

Africa and that govgmentS should create 
the necesry poltical and economic
climate for its growt. Private sector ..
extnson is more visible in large-scale
estt faring but successfl privgit W .
setor initiatives in smallholder g .
agriculte are not very common. .

6.6.1 Some successful examples of g .
private sctor extension were cited, such u s &@ Thi
as the Kenya Tea Development Authority M.i*llioi
(KTDA) ", British American Tobacco L$ U h li
(A), ELast African Industies, and .

cotton companies financed by the = ;
Compagnie Francais pour le _ | .

D)evelopp.aLImt de, rbe TIxles~
(CFD7) (which a re g.d.ua movin to . M |
the private sector), and some companies Box IS: Govaeinuat, pnivate setor and NGO colaboration
which produce specialty goods such as in Zai
beer, sunflower ofl and vegetables

31 ICDA is actUlly in the joint sector, i.e. a joint govenumetprivate, ventu
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(maipl for export) having their own
extension services. hi some countries. input .
dede provide ironmdt to foumers . .
mregrdn the use of thieir products. For
example, some private sector chmical 
compaies in Yenya are very active in 
providing information to) farmers ab~out: #l VYia1 bkha& 
different pesticides and herbicides. =

6.6.2 The privat sector has a 0 e1M& ofte
comnparative advantage in areas where farmers W1W1YIC~pU
demand a level of speciaized servie, ~i ~
genraly for cash crops, not provided by -

public sector exension. Such high quality a
extension service for cash crops could have a .
positive spill-over effect on other crops
because farmers improve thidr general #tM&*
firming kUils, and apply their knowledge to i

eir whole enterprise. But the fact that the
pdvae sto is providing extension se e
in some specialty areas (mainly in single _
commodities), is no argument for not
retaning extension as a public service, -iK '.' 
parculadrly for crps and farmers who might Box 16: Public sector exenson in the U.S.
not be touched by private sector exteson.
Public policy should therefore encourage private sector etenon whereve such initiaiv are
forthcoming. Public sector extension should continue side by side, focussing on farming systems
(which the private sector is prone to ignore), exntion for women and youth, and resource-poor
regions and farms, and generlly for commodities neglecd by the private ector.

6.6.3 The public extension service should keep a watchful eye on private sector extension,
particulary when such extension is prvided by ferilizer or pesticide compnes, to ensure that
fte extension advice given is notharful to the evieonmcnt. TIis is especially so when it
involves the ditribution of inputs at subsidized prices. It is als" necessary to ensure that NGOs
and other organiaions enpged in extension do not offer extension recommendations which
confict with each other.

6.6.4 There is a real danger of the curently high level of credibility of the NMOs with
farmers being eroded by their close asciaon with a government, or the Bank. Tbis would
increase If they eceive funds from Bank projects and are perceived as beneficiaries of the
governments. The NGOs however, are very aware of this risk.

6.7 Sr nrs as lnstruments of Private ?tgjjn. If the eventual goal
is to hive offas much extension work as feasible to the private sector, the strategies in many
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areas shiould be oriented towards this goal. Private seed compaties would undertake extension
work in order to popularie new weed varieties, and tids is often the pathway to private, sector
extensio. A seed delpntstrateg which favors, for example, the setting up of a seed
parastatal, is not likly to be conducive to the growth of private seto extnsion.

6.7.1 There are many options available to countdies for encouraging private extension
ftrough seed comnpane. The first Is to encourage the etbihntof private secto seed
ccompV%anie owned, wholly or pertly by farmers. Kenya and Zimbabwe offer examples of such
enterprises in Africa. The second option is to encourag uliatoa seed companies to set
themselves up in the country. In Malawi, the, National. Seed Company is jointly owned by a
seed mlnaial(Cargill), and the Govemnment of Malawi. Another mliaonl(Lever
Brothers) has also now been permfitted by the government to start operations in the country.
Ethiopia bas plans to establish a joint venture betwee the stae-wned Ethiopian. Seed
Corporatio and anothe seed mliaonl(Premier Seeds). Ther are definite advantages in
encoraging a uliaonlto start opeatons in the country, as the country will benefit from
the worldwide research and mIaemn i Practices Of th utnainl The third option is to
encourage small-scale seed enrpeter such a strategy has proved successfu in some African
coutriesl, particulary Senegal. Simila strategies are now being followed in Rwanda and

6.7.2 T'he seed sub-sector is an obvious example where, as seen in pama 6.4.7, peastata
seed cmnpanes have been set-up, or existing ones srnted, often with donor (including the
Bank) supp ort nsed of the govrnens ecorain the grwhof the,pivt sector in
gradua stage, stating with the seedsmien. These seedsmnen are really farmer seed
enreprenetu who would beabletomareaffbrable seeds to famers, due totheirlow
overhead, as compared to parasaitals or big seed companies. As the volume of the demand
grows, thee seedsmen could grow into seed companies; such an evolution has been the pattern
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Box 18: On-farm e producionin Segl

in many developed countries.

6.8 EFunf di Pivte Sector Exftnson. An important issue to be addressed in this
contxt is whether Bank projects should mnclude the financng of private sector extenson. One
view preseted at the workshop was that private extesion should be left to work on its own, and
should not be finaced through IDA funds which are available to African goenet, as
private sector extension is generally linke to agiuiesswhich have their own channel of
funding. On the other hand, it was argued by some participants that private companies and
NGOs should be financd under Bank-funded extenson projects to give them an incetive to
diverify and provide extenson to typicaly *public sector" caops.

6.8.1 Since IDA funds are made avaiable to governments, the question is really as to
whether governmients shiould enitice the private sector through finacial support to provide
extensio in foodcrops, which would not be otherwise financialy attactive. Such a policy
would certainy enable many private companies and NMO to undertake extenson on foodcwaps.
But this view was conteste by many. First, any such policy would amount to subsidizing the
actividies of private companies and parastatals, and in pracic it would be extremely diffcutt
to estimate the costs of food crops extension becaus firmners geneally grow both food crops
and cash crops. Second, miany companiies provide extenson servce oni food acrps in their own
interest, as it enables them to win the confidence of farmers.

6.8.2 It is necessary to distinuish between private companies who are generaly in the
profitable busines of producing high-value cash crops through contrac farmers, with extension
on food crops ancillary to thew objective, and NMO who are generally non-profit maling.
While the former might not need any financial assstance, the latter would certainly benefit from
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it. It wod be desirable if the Bank could devise ways of channeling funds to support the
extensfion Initiadves of NMOs.

6.8.3 El_ _ W . Many participants stressed the fact that: (i)
fas constttute the most effective prvate sector in most countries and their improvisatons
and iveness od be used by the public extension service; and (ii) the technologies
developed by the brmers contute a vast reservoir of proven technologies which could be a
very effective starting point for both extenion and research a . Extension service provided by
farmers to other farm is assuming importance in Kenya where many veteran plantation owners
pride extension to other farmers.

6.8.4 Partiipants referred to
many dUonr pnojecis au also...

some Bank projes tending to I p. IEset I
sffile the growth of private 
aetsion by providing subsidized.
inputs (seeds, fertie) or credit.
While one set of frmem are 
trying to make better use of the 
resources available to themn, and m lMxe4*b
ae evn wig to pay for the 0 | | i
xensin service, anotier gmup 

getheir inputs subsidized. There
ic need for cnistency in the
approach of the Bank and other .
donors. E E.si

6.8.5 T'he Role of Youth in
Extenson The potential of g =
primary schools in the m l areas>
to involve rural youth in m* 
tecnolog trnsfer should not be______________________
overooked. Te experience of Box 19: Bak-spo Seeds Poject
Madagascar where the teachers
themselves asked to be included in the itinerary of the extenion agents and used the school
gardens for experimental multiplication of materials, has been very good. Fortuately, school
atendne the is very high and it was noticed that school children, when they are well-trained,
cn have a gat influence on the behavior of their parents.

32 The atmzMgs c extension progrm dswibed in pars 4.2 stats with fte curret tats, which inudes
technologies evolved by f&ms themelves. Th role of indiges tecology in provding impetus
to bodi meswk and extenion is welldocumented min D. Michael Warren: Using bndigen
Knowleg in Agriculu Devlpmet (Wodd Bank Disussion Pap No. 127, Washington D.C.
1991) (E3d).
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6.9 ot mmR. Itisnecesary to disdnguish beween ma media and
auvidov l spo to extension. Extension staff ely on audio-visuals to supplement and
complement field exension and audio-visuals are
abo used for extension training. Simple audio-
visul support includes the use of flip char, M A. .: -=,g

overhead and slide prjectors and video. Many .. W ! 2 ...

Bank projects do provide for such equipment, and .
t ing their use ". "Mass media,' on the i X S
other hand, includes television, radio, cna,- u ; l b $
slide hws, video, newspaer, poster, ~ L~ )I~ev
pphUltpets, otc., where the audience is not a 
ltueted" one such as the contact and E.!n=1
neighbon farmers. The main issues addressed
were: To what extent can mass media substitute
for 'face to face extension? How is it to be.Bx'0:Mm.d..d,xt..o
made supplementary and complementary to field Box 20 S meia and ex
extension? It was generally agreed that whie
ma media canot completely eliminate the need for field extension, there should be inmcran
relance an mass media for supporting field extension so as to ehance its effectiveness. The
parcipants felt that: (i) mass media is vey effective in creating awareness and farmers can
always approach the extension agent for details; (ii) media, such as radio, can efficiently re-
Inforce the convictions of farmers that new technologies are worthwhile; (iii) an environment
for adoption can be promoted tirough mass media; (Iv) mass media could be a moralebooster
for the famers, when the extension recommendations confirm wbat the farmers themselves have
been doing; and (v) maw media provides the quickest way of reachng a luge number of farmers
in a very short dme aind would therefore be very usefid in times of emergencies such as a large-
scale pest atta

6.9.1 Radio. The most common mass media vehicle in many African countries is the radio.
Generally, this is controlled by governments and is managed by Minties other than the
Ministry of Agricture (MOA). Specific time slots are allotted to the MOAs for broadcasting
extension messages, at no cost to them. Radio can be a very effective tool for communication
with the field staff and farmers. It could be effectively used for anucing meetng points,
training dates, work progams, motivating the famers and being a channel for information on
a wide range of topics of interest to famers besides technology, such as the latest prices, goods
avalable in the market, changes being made in agricultural policy which will affect them and

33 The inhortant question of how to train extension staff to prepare good audi-v matei, such as
hidos shown te diferent cp pes slide stoos oan ooncrops, tc., is a sepa issue nd

was not the abject of dion at the worksop in the conext of -mm media. (Ed.)
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so on. It also has the advanftae of enabling thie Exftesion Departmnents to communicate not only
with the direct clients of extensio (thie farmners), but also with dhe people in towns, so that thle
latter would be aware of the new developmients in sgrculture -".

6.9.2 TelevIisin Some participants mentioned the role of television and said that it is
possible to demonstrate throgh this medium how to adopt technological recommendations, such
as,, for Isnce, how to take soil samples, etc.

6.10 EffIcac of Fannrers Grouns It is now generaly recognized tha working with
groups rather than with individual farmers would be more conducive to effective extension. In
Ethiopia for example, fth experience of both the miistry of Agricultur and the Ministr of
Coffee and Tea Developmnent has been that whereve the extenson staff work with groups, the
adoopion rates have been much higher than when they work with individual famers
Comlpettioin among groups has been a mjorfacorwin facilittn the dseiaonof extension

remmExtenson woring with rmers' groups s being actively encouraged under
Bn-ssite extension projects. Many 'country experience' rsnain (Annex 3)

emphasized fth Importance of farmers' groups in Africa, particularly women's groups.

6.10.1 The participants endorsed this approach, though there was some reseration about the
utility of farmers groups in tcnogalinnovation. It was stated that farmer-led technological

54 ~In India, for example, doe =&do played a vary significant rot. in do. spred of doe 'zufacle seeds
In son. states nmay aro varieties are simly knou as 'rado varietie. (Ed.)
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imovadmare the reult ofiilintves b
individual far s, and ta if extedsion workcs b 
only witih frmer' groups, it might miss them, * * j iEwj, iE U |
anRd therby niss an important source of such m .. iLB d to :

innovations. Thefore, while groups ar good, 0 4 * . P - .ic I
extension should look out for innovations by | S .

farmer . wherer there are tditionag
groups in nal communites, extension could 2 .
work witih such gou and there is no need to . y |
for new ones only for extension puipss" thwm£ ~ipI h
While extsion could work with groups which _
already ext, it should refrain from being pro- 
actve in the creation of such groups. ! d 1_

6.11 Natu gf Groups. Farmers form .
groups or become members of existng ones winth 
a definite objective. Ther are some factOrs that *OIftloa
pull people togethe to form groups; groups have '9 ~ t~~

developed around credfit in Malawi, ormaktn 
and processng of coffee in Kenya, or cotton In Box 22 Use ofenminets
my Francophone West Afican countries. 2 U of i
HiStoically, extension has seldom been the
motivato for the formation of groups; but recent experiece shows that once extension sars
wokng with groups, which have relized the value of exension advice, extension acts like a
gle which binds the group together. There are many recent instances of groups having ben
formed around extension messages. Women's groups have almost always developed to adopt
eension romm ons. There are also many examples of adoption of exension
reommndatin being faciitated by the fact that women's groups often do fbaing joindy. In

igera, for example, one women's group has been able to adopt the recommendation of seed
and fertlize placement mainly because the membs of the group farm jointly; as soor as one
tam places the seeds, another follows, placing fertlizers.

6.11.1 One of the main problems facing extension is farmer coverage and groups certny
enable extension to achieve gre farmer coverage, and the quicker spread of technology.

35 To soe extent s ar_t theoreical If in a group te s sa inovative farwer, he is
geray vey happy to tke the etesion agent and othdr frms to his field to show tihm wha he
bu achived. Thee i rUy no danger of tendso mis o on fmer' inovato, if th
grous ibncu sch frm (Ed).

36 tDooe exts starts fanctonig, if tde advice is useful, groups tend to get formed arund such
advice. For exal, in Soma grdnut was iod as a new rp in mypay s of teBaidoa
rgion PFares who stbd grwing oundout r the first tim aft oceiving extension avice,

eded to fom a group, and exchange normtion amowg themelves. (Ed.)
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like a glue which binds the group together. There are many recent instances of groups having
been fomed around extension messages. Women's groups have almost always developed to
adopt exnsion recommendations. There are also many examples of adoon of etension
recommendations being facilitated by the fact that women's groups often do firming jointly. In
Nigeria, for example, one women's group has been able to adopt the recommendation of seed
and fertlizer placement mainly because the members of the group farm jointly; as soon as one
team places the seeds, anotfier folows, placing fertiizers.

6.11.1 One of the main problems facing extension is farmer coverage and groups certainly
enable extension to achieve greater farmer coverage, and the quicker spread of technology.
They also provide vital feedback to extension egrdig the relevance of the rcommended
technologies to the field situation. Therefore, any kind of group is welcome. In Kenya, the
extension system uses school clubs. The early experience in Ethiopia shows that the extension
staff used to work with groups and that the adoption rates were very encouraging.

6.11.2 What is important is not group formation but identification of the rationale for, and
the purpose behind the existing ones. In Zaire, for example, there are many different groups
which evolved for a totally different purpose, namely, transition rites reating to birth, mariage
or death. Extension can identify and work with these groups. The ASI staff from Zaire felt that
woring with self-formed groups has the advantage of the groups being more enduring than those
constituted by govemmental flats.

6.11.3 While extension might not actively promote farmers' groups, its work can cetinly
contribute to farmers coming together on their own. Extension work with contact farmers
involves persuading them to try new pactices on small portions of their fields and inviting
surrounding farmers to participate in the discussion on the adoption of these practices. In due
course, if extension works consistenly wifth the same group of farmers who find the
recommendations useful, a cetain bond is established among the farmers and the next thing they
would like is access to fertlizer or seed. In this manner, extension can create a viable size of
demand for inputs, a point discussed in para 6.4. The group can then arrange for inputs through
a private dealr or a parastatal '.

6.11.4 It was suggested that extsion should take care of the needs of fanners with special
interests, such as horticulture, olericulture, dairying or calf rearing. These farmers could form
groups, which could have special meetings with the extension agents outside the regular schedule
of visits.

BaMk's plementation Assistance to the Countes

6.12 Two main questions came up for discussion in this context:

37 Parstatal is entioned her not as i preferrd option, but becas it is th WI option in may
Afiicn counties.
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How long should the Bank position ASI staff in th counties?

* Since the work of the staff is essenilly in the nature of Technical
Assistance(A) which should be paid for by the borrowers from out of tfie
credit, why should the Bank spend it resources for tfie purpose?

6.13 As regards the first question, it was unamously felt that though the Bank has a
resposbility to guide countries i implemning a new management system such as T&V, the
implementation assistance should not be indefinite. After a period of S years, the countries
shoudd be in a posion to understand the systen and implement it on their own. While many
African countries have now reached such a stage, the asstcc should be only gradually phased
out

6.14 As regards the second question, here are efinite advantages in the prent
which the TA option cannot provide. These are:

* Being Bank staff gives the ASI staff considerable flexibility to work across
sub-sectors and projects; in fact, in many countries they are the main link
between field crop and tree
crop extenson, forging .. ~
institutional links between - t 1 *i

the two services. The j | jo.a iW
strategy accepted by the . ;.. 

participants at the workshop f t 4 : m -

presupposes that the .. :_.

involvement of the AS! staff
would widen to include
many more sb-sectors. In * . 'AaX Q
fact, in due course,, the 4 se~-
involvement of the country . . .. MPERV
xtension staff with the 5 |

implementation of extension
reforms should deepen while X . _
that of the ASI staff should ' s.
broaden. On the other hand,
the Technical Assistants _ *R
CrAs) would be locked into , 
their specific projects and
would be constained by . ..
their conutract. Box 24: Farmr' groups Di Kenaya

* The Bank's long-term strategy outlined in this monograh would necesstate
the ASI staff changing their roles as fime passes. Initially, their role is
essentially that of tainers. In due course, this role should be taken over by
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the ountry staff, as the ASI staff move on to asist countries in settng up
extnsion training institutions. In the subsequent stage they would be
engaged in assisdng tie establishment and/or the strengthening of regional
(i.e. Pan-African) training insttutes. t would be difficult to imagine the
TAs being able to modify their roles to fulfil broader objectives.

* The Senior government staff and policy-malkes in countries very seldom go
to the field, and are quite oblivious of the problems faced by their field
staff, much less those faced by the farmers. Very often, the ASI staff bnng
to their notice the problems of the field staff (e.g., delayed receipt of
budgeted funds) and also those of the farmers (e.g., non-arrival of inputs on
time). The TAs whose contract depnd upon the senior officials tend to be
very diplomatic and are generally not frank in their assessment of the field
situation.

* Bank's role in the selection of the TAs is minimal, and hence its limited
ability to ensure quality.
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7.1 As observed in pars 1.13 the Bank had initiated a study the impact of T&V extension
in Kenya and Burkina Paso, under the guidace of Professor Robert Evenson of Yale University.
The results of the Kenya study are now available and are summarized in this chapter. The
results of the Burkdna study will be available by October 1992.

7.2 The training and visit (T&V) system of extension was first introduced in Kenya on a
pilot basis in two districts in 1982, and then expanded on a national scale through the Kenya
National Extension Project starting in 1983. The first phase of that project was completed in
1991, and is now being followed by a second phase. Based on data for 676 randomly sampled
frmers from seven reesentative Kenyan districts for the 1989 and 1990 long rains seasons,
this study shows that the introduction of T&V significantly increased the effectiveness of
extension by expanding the supply of extension services and accearating the rates of awareness
and adoption for improved practices. Thus, it indicates a high payoff to the incremental
invesments associated with T&V. The extension investments in the seven districts averaged
$5.46 a year per farm family during the first phase of the National Extension Project (n 1991
cnstant terms), with the increase reive to the period preceding the introduction of T&V being
$1.02. The marginal rate of return computed by the study for these investments in T&V is 316
pent (around the regression estimate for the extension impact on agricultural productivity),
compared to 37 percent computed hypothetically for the earlier extension system on the
assuption of it continuing. The correspondig lower-limit rates of return, estimated around
a 95 percent statistical probability level, are 127 percent for T&V and 12 percent for the earlier
system.

7.2.1 Sixty-six percent of the sample farmers deriving thir main income from agriculture
reporte that they had received extension advice at one time or another after the introduction of
T&V (1982). Ninety percent of these recipients rated the advice as being applicable, and 88
percent indicated that they had never been advised by extension before T&V was introduced.
With 65 percent of all sample farmers who received extension advice doing so in groups, the
reslts emphasie the effecdveness of the group approach in increasng the number of farmers
reached directly by extension. While smal and medium-sized farmers generally dominated the
advice pattens, the proportions of sample farmers from households headed by males (50
percent) and females (45 percent) receiving advice were similar. An adequate number of sample
farmers appear to have been receiving extension advice on a regular basis.

7.2.2 Eighty percent of the sample farmers indicated being aware of, and 60-75 percent
having adopted, scg and plantng techniques, and improved vaneties and fertile. Sixty-
three percent used maize hybrds. However, only 10-25 percent of the sample farmers were
aware of, or had adopted, more complex chemical use and pest-contrcl measures. The main
constraint identified by farmers (especially small farmers and farmers from female-headed
households) for not adopting extension recommendatons related to the costliness of inputs,
indicating a role for increased agicultural credit. With 25 percent of the sample farmers
ascribing their awareness of technologies dirctly to extension workers and 41 percet to other
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farmers, the results also point to the effective diffusion of messages among farmers, necessay
for successful extension.

7.2.3 An econometric analysis of the detminants of advice, awareness and adoption
showed that farmers from households haded by females and more educated persons had a higher
probability of coming into diect contact with extension agents. These fanners also had higher
probabilities of becoming aware of and adopting improved practices. The analysis further
showed that the introduction of T&V increased extension activity in areas which had previously
had low extension agent: farmer ratios, and farmers in low and medium potential areas were
more likely to come into direct contact with extension agents than farmers in high potential
areas. The analysis of the ipact of T&V indicated that while farmers from male- and female-
headed households had similar productivity levels when the extension agent was a male, the
productivity of farmers from female-headed households was significantly higher when the
extension agent was a female. It also indicated that subject matter specialists with technical
training, and the involvement of extension agents and subject matter specialists in on-farm
research, enhanced agricuttural productivity.
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Annex 1

8AStC DATA ON EXTENSION PROJECTS AMN PROJECTS WITE EXTENSION COMPONENTS

Date Project Total SANK/ Total Bank/
of Closing Proj. TDA Extn. IDA

Country Name of Project Effective- Date Coasts Lend. Costs Lend.
ness Rxta.

Occidental and Central Africa (US $ million)

To"a Cotton sec. Dev. 6/ 08/16/89 06/30/93 37.5 15.1 12.06 7.24
Cameroon cocoa Rehab. 6/ 10/26/88 12/31/94 285.4 103.0 43.2S 25.95
Cote D'Tv. Ag. Extension 1/ 12/18/87 06/30/92 58.2 34.0 44.34 26.60
Togo Agric. Extpnsion 1/ 07/25/88 06/30/93 12.6 9.7 7.20 4.32
Benin Borgou XI 4/ 12/13/88 12/31/92 60.3 21.0 7.00 5.20
Guinea Nat.Ag Res.Ext. 2/ 05/26/89 12/31/94 30.9 18.4 7.19 4.31
Cameroon Livstk Sector Dev.5/ OS/30/89 06/30/9S 55.2 34.6 18.10 10.86
Cameroon Nat.Ag.Ext.Trng. 1/ 01/22/91 03/31/97 31.1 21.0 22.24 12.50
Cote DCIv. Pilot WID 7/ 02122/91 06/30/93 3.6 2.2 0.66 0.44
Congo Nat.Ag.Ex&Adap.Resl/ 12/31/91 06/30/96 19.7 15.8 10.80 8.66
Eq. Guinea Crop Div.&Ag ser 3/ 07/10/91 12/31/96 18.0 6.3 3.50 1.20
Benin Agric. Services 3/ 10/15/91 06/30/95 29.6 12.3 10.40 8.40
CAR Aq. Services Dev. 4/ 46.9 25.8 18.60 8.10

Total 689.0 319.2 205.3 123.8

Eastern Africa

Uganda Ag. Dev. IFAD II 4/ 05/08/86 03/31/93 31.4 10.0 2.81 2.00
Sudan Extension/Re.. 2/ 12/10/86 06/30/93 38.0 22.0 10.82 6.49
Somalia Agric. Ext. II 2/ 09/28/87 12/31/93 26.7 12.7 16.86 10.12
Uganda 8.West Ag. Rehab.4/ 08/26/88 06/30/94 27.4 7.6 3.36 2.16
.thiopia PADEP I 4/ 04/14/89 06/30/95 118.6 85.0 6.99 4.19
Sudan So. Rsala Agr 4/ 07/27/89 09/30/95 35.0 20.0 2.27 1.36
Kenya Rural Services 3/ 09/01189 12/31/93 35.S 20.8 2.50 l.SO
Kenya Natl Ag Ext - II 1/ 08/22/91 03/31/98 47.9 24.9 37.4 19.44
Mauritlus Ag. Services 3/ 10/03/91 06/30/99 18.1 10.0 5.10 2.81

Total 378.6 213.0 88.11 50.07

South Central and Indian Ocean

Burundi Agric. Services 3/ 02/20/90 12/31/96 40.0 33.1 5.96 3.58
Rwanda Ag. Services II 3/ 06/15/90 06/30/95 30.1 19.9 23.48 14.09
Madagascar Ag. Ext. Pilot 1/ 03/22/91 06/30/94 5.4 3.7 3.38 2.32
saige Pilot Extension 1/ l1/15/90 12/31/92 10.S 5.9 10.94 6.15

Total 86.0 62.6 43.76 26.13

western Africa

Nigeria Kaduna ADP Q 4/ 07/17/85 12/31/93 182.6 122.0 3.16 1.90
Nigeria Multi-State ADP I 4/ 06/15/87 06/30/92 256.4 162.0 19.50 11.70
Ghana Cocoa Rehab. 6/ 11/15/88 06/30/94 128.0 40.0 10.60 6.36
Nigeria Borno State ADP 4/ 03/13/87 07/31/92 39.3 25.0 3.8 2.42
Nigeria Multi-State ADP II 4/ 11/16/89 06/30/93 125.0 85.2 5.35 3.21
Nigeria Multi-State ADP III 4/03/29/90 03/31/95 159.4 100.9 15.53 9.32
Ghana Ag. -Srv. Rehab 3/ 12/18/87 06/30/93 53.3 17.0 2.20 0.70
Nigeria Nat. Tg.Tech.Support 2/ 60.0 42.5 23.30 16.50
Ghana Natlonal Extn. 1/ 41.1 30.4 41.12 30.40

Total 104S.1 625.0 124.56 82.SO

Filename:asipaper.wkl
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Annex 1

BASIC DATA ON EXTENSION PROJECTS AND PROJECTS WITH EXTENSION COMPONENS

Date Project Total BANK/ Total Bank/
of Closing Proj. IDA Extn. IDA

Country Name of Project Effective- Date Costs Lend. Costs Lend.
nes Extn.

8abel

Burk. raso Agric. Services 3/ 05/26/89 12/31/94 44.9 42.0 21.54 12.92
Senegal. Agric. Services 3/ 07/24/90 12131/94 20.2 17.1 13.59 11.50
Mali Ag. Services 3/ 08/29/91 09/30/95 27.1 18.3 19.10 12.90
Niger Ag. services 3/ 19.8 18.0 14.70 13.36

Total 112.0 95.4 68.9 50.7

Southern Africa

Malawi NRDP Iv 4/ 08/22/83 04/30/91 12.5 10.6 1.07 0.91
Zimbabwe Nat.Agr.3xt.& Res. 2/ 11/29/83 09/30/91 177.2 13.1 19.82 11.89
Malawi xxt. Planning 4/ 03/20/86 09/01/91 20.2 11.6 5.43 3.12
Zambia Agr. Res. & Ext. 2/ 12/31/91 12/31/9S 38.8 13.0 7.65 4.59
Tanzania Nat.Ag & Livst Xxt. 1/07/06/89 03/31/97 30.4 18.4 27.17 16.30
Mosambique Ag.Serv.Rehab.&Dev. 4/ 40.6 35.0 9.87 4.04

Total 319.7 101.7 71.01 40.849

Grand Total 2630.4 1416.9 601.71 374.02

Notes

1. Two Projects, viz. Somalia-Agric. Ixtn. and Farm Management Training Project
and Xenya - National Extension Project I are closed.

2. Wherever Bank/IDA lending for extension is not apparent from the staff
Appraisal keports, it is estimated taking into account factors such as,
the percentag, of Bank/IDA lending for the project, foreign exchange costs of
extension and the pattern of financing of recurrent costs.

3. The following projects were recently approved: Nigeria (Nat. Ag. Tech.)
Ghana (Nat. Extn.), CAR, NLger and Mosambique.

4. Extension projects in Uganda, Malawi, Simababwe and the Gambia are
expected to be approved shortly.

Legend

a RedesLgned Raduna Project S/ Livestock projects with
1/ Free standing extenslon projects signfLeant extension
2/ Extension + Research projects component
3/ Agricultural Servicse 6/ Tree crops/commoditles
4/ Area development projects 7/ Women ln Development
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1. Mr. R. Clough Agricaltura Contiy Officer, Malawi
2. Mr. A. Brizzi Agriculul Extension Spedc Benin
3. Mr. W. Roider Agriculturl Country Off:cer, Canro
4. Mr. J. N'degwa Agriutra E sion Speist, Kenya
5. Mr. D. Mona A al Extenson Spedlist, Etiopia
6. Mr. T. Bredero Agriculul Extension Speciali, Mada
7. Mr. J. Weetens Ag al Etnsion Specialist, Zaire
8. Mr. R. Unamma Arct Extension Specialist, Nigeria
9. Mrs.B. Gadzana WID Spe s Ni*gria
10. Mr. F. Schorosch AgEx on Speci Senga
11. Mr. M. Niang i Extsion Specialist, Nig
12. Mr. P. Yao Agrictuur Etendon Speiaist, Chad
13. Mr. C. Leduc Agultal E ion Specialist, Burina Faso
14. Mr. Q. Minh Doan A l Exe Speiist, Mali
15. Mr. F. Mbu Ag ra Extsion Specialist, Malawi
16. Mr. D. Sungusia Agricultur Extension Specialis, Tanzania
17. Mr. C. Chidawanyika Agricultra Extnsion Specialist, Zibabwe
18. Mr. K. Cleaver Divis Chief, Africa Technial, Agricultr

Division(AFrAG)
19. Mr. J. Peberdy Adviser, AFTAG
20. Mr. V. Venkatesan AFrAG, Hedqare
21. Mr. A. Spurg -do-
22. Mr. A. QamCn -do-
23. Mr. Z. Matmor AFTAG, Nirobi
24. Mr. 3. Fremy AFTAG, Abidjan
25. Mr. Ben Mayor -do-

II st of th patchiut is a at de tme of doe wodhop. Sam chags hoo take
pbce sinc t0e, and he he bem iopotd wh_m pomai.
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An 

This Annex contains the ummaries of country expriences peeted by the pardcipants
at the wkshop. he presenions have been reduced to a common format to failitate reading.
InformatIon relating to five key fieds Oisted below) is included in the smmaries. Wherever
no infrmation ws available in the sntations reging a given field, no rerence to the
field is made. To keep the length of the Annex at a reasonable evel, the presentaions have
been cd , const with the need for larity. e reader will also noice that the style
and dicton are not uniform; de editors have tred to preserve the flavor of the papers as
presentd. Addidonaly, there is consideable vaiation in the lengths of the country
presentatins.

The countries covered are: Benin, Burina Faso, Cameroon, Centml African
Repubic(CAR), Cote d'Ivoire, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Mali, Nigera,
Senegal, Sudan, Tanzan and Zaire.

EmnkuUmllbKIadda

STATUS AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE PROJECT - Pro-project conditios.

GENERAL DESCtPnTON OF THE PROJECr -Time-frame, methodology, farmer-extension
agent ratios or othe indicators of exteson coverage,, and REL.

MAIN CROPS, ANIMALS, KEY TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS - The major focus of
exteion messages.

MAIN PROBLEMS - Problems wi prqect aan.

IMPACr - Quandtative and qualitative measu of aetension peformance.

RECOMMENDATIONS

OTHER POINTS OF INTEREST - This includes specal fou on a patcular group, such as
women and youth, o treatme of issues such as environment or the private se8to.
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lEiN

Status at the Concment of the Project

The government of Benit has recently begun a program of demo on and strucml
adjutment Up to the pent there has been no clear nationa strategy regding agricultural
seric, which have been provided by six donor-funded regional development agencies
(CARDER). Each CARDER has a seed farm and conducts agricult research in relatve
isaon. Currently, the CARDERS are being divested of many commercial and production
responsbities and have undergone a 50% reduction in staff. Plans have been made for the
privation of seed fams, and veterinary services and markets are being liberlized.

Geneal Descdption of the Project

The Bank finances 2 CARDERS:

The Bourgou Regional Development Project started in 1981 with a T&V pilot in
1986. The focus is on cotton which is grown by 90% of faers representing
70% of total national productdon. Cotton famers were paid a fixed price linked
to world market levels. Most cotton farmers are organized and in charge of
maketng. X

* Zou RegionlU Development Project started along with a T&V pilot in 1984.

The key problems with the T&V projects have been: poor training; inadequate link with
research; poor applications of the contact famer strategy; and extension staff woring on many
non-extension tasku (such as data collecdon, credit recovery, and input supply). A noteworthy
new concept was introduced in some areas: 'assisted self-evaluaton". Farmers are asked to
evauate past performances and make propositions for the coming year. Information is analyzed
vilage by village and tasks 'divided among different partners'.

Mai Crops, Animals, Key Technological Innovaions

In Borgou, the focus is on cotton. Key issues are the adoption of modem varieties, and
the use of fertlizer, pesticides and ox-carts. Cotton farmers' adoption of new practices has been
high due to a good economic environment, low risk involved in commrcializtion, good access
to crdit and inputs, and sound and available advice. However, food crops hwve been
completely neglected. In Zou, the focus of the prtect is on the entre farming system.

2 Inlbzmatioa dmuwn fom 'The Dlom Deae by Mr. Adolfo Bzim as presented
at th workabp.
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Main Prmblm

In gel, the agricua n t requires Mangemet stuctu
need to be streamlined. Staff size should be reduced and firaicial resources re-allocated.
Finally, raining to raise techical and dianostic skidls and communication capacity is needed.
ziln Bourgou the key problems are: stagnant low yields for food crops; excessive focus on cotton;
non-integration of livstock husbandry into the ovemall farming system; cotton productdon
methods depleting the natural resources of Beiin at an estimated rate of 60,000 ha per year.

Impact

In Bourgou the rults of extension have been sectacuar in cotton: yield increase frmm
1 m.t/ha to 1.3 m.tVba; total cotton production increase by 600 perct.

In Zou, results are "satisfactory,:

* Cotton yields up by 270% from pre-project, 75% above the project target;

* Maize yields 22% over trget; rice, beans, cowpeas, groundnut all on target;

* Averge annual increase of food crops over project life 4.5%; cotton 2.5%; and

* 40% of all farmers contacted.

MMeons

* pEncourag participaton of research and exnsion in jointly adapting research
results to fit local farming situations and needs.

* Place increased emphasis on women and environmental i5sues.

* Address the issue of donor opposition to a public national extension system in
Benin.

* Incorporate the farmers' associations into exension fforts.

* Devote more attention to the farmers' economic environment and how it may be
inhdbiting the adoption of new messages.

Otber Points of Iteres

A pilot project is being run in Benin on 'On-Farm Adaptive Research (Rechdrche
Appliqude en Milieu Rural)". It may be replicable on a larger scale under the Agricultural
Services Project under appraisal. The objecdve is to imprve and adapt technology hough on-
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farm tals on farmers' fields and though collaboration bewem frme, exesion staff and
roserr
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BURKIA FASO3

Stats at the Comm of the oect

The initial focus of agricultiral exesion in Buridn Paso (during and immediately
following the coonial period) was on cash crops (such as groundnuts and cotton) and involved
the promotion of basic agricultural techniques such as row planting, regular weeding, improved
varieties, animal traction, and the increased use of inputs. From 1975 onwards, extension
mesages have shifted toward the protection of productive resources and the environment.
However. in spite of signiflcant manpower and financial commitments, the adoption of
recommendations has been poor (except in cotton-growing areas). Few recommendations were
area-scfic or adjusted fr changing enironmental conditions. Key problems with extenson
prior to Bank involvement were: inadequate training of extenion agents; failure to translate
existing techical information into extension recommendations; weak linkges with research;
xtenswn agents too busy with other duties; and lack of coordination among extension

authorities.

The overal extension system in Burkina Faso is complex, with exmtensio responsibilites
spread over the Directrate for Agricultual Extension in the Mistry of Agriculture and
livestock (MAL) and 3 other ministre; 12 regional offices under MAL, and numerous other
govemment bodies and 73 NGCs, all involved in extension worlc External problems that affect
the adoption of etension recommendations are: insecure land tenure, poor price policy, market
distortions, lack of credit, and inadequate inrstrctr.

Ge,era Description f the ProJect

Bank upport for extension in Burkma srted in 1979 with the National Support Serices
Proiect In addition professional extension based on T&V was introduced in the early 1980s
under 3 Bank-spoted area-specfic projects. The main features of the extension reforms were:
an adaptve research component, contact farmer groups (some gender-mixed groups and other
sepame groups), fortnightly training held in the "field schools" followed by visits to 'micro-
plots' on farmers' fields, 'demonstration herd' for livestock recommendations, agriculture field
worrs adviing on crops and livestock with sepate backsopping organizions at the
provincial level.

ITe Bank-supported extension projects in Burlina have focused on setting up an efficient
system of coverage of different agro-ecological areas. Projects have resulted in an increased
number of 'micro-plots' now carried out by 42% of the farmers (11,000 - 21,000 plots).

Ihere are also annual extnsion review workshops, and technical committee meetings
with 10-15% farmer participants.

Iformtio tak fiom 'Ateher APWAG: Vulgariati Agrdole, Revue D
pefience. preseatd by Mr. Chria Leduc at the wodkhop.
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MNin Cros, Annas, Key Tedcuologieal Iovatiols

In Burkina Paso, most of the agricultural production is caried out on smal (2 - 7 ha)
Ams which include a mix of soil and slope conditionL Most farmers are interested in risk-
limng recommendations rather ha on profit-maximizing ones. Cereals account for 90% of
acre and 80% of gross value of agricultural output. Cotton and vegetables are also important
in terms of revenue and area. Cattle (2.6 milion head) are maged in extensive patoral or
ago-pastoral systems with low calving and high mortalty rates, poor nutrtion and deteriorating
grzing resources.

Main Probh

The main problems with extension in Burkina Faso are: weak diagnostic capacity of the
SMSs, and front-line staff; and limited availability of relevant recommendations. The main
prblems with technological recommendations are: non-site specificity, excessive risk, findings
not delivered on time to facilitate implementation, new varieties with unacceptable taste or
appearnce.

Impact

As yet there is limited information avalable on the adoption of technologies by farmers.
Available data are scarce and difficult to analyze - especially due to the participation in
extesion activities of multiple organizations4. The Ndiguettes (erras) started by a local
OXPAM project and continued under Bank-supported extension have spread from a few hundred
hectres in the 1980s to over 180,000 ha in 1991. The main constraints are raw matal and
equipment shortages. Overall recommendations that are suited to farmers' needs are adopted
quickly such as forage cropping and storage improvements.

Recommendations

* Pocus on continued impovements of: the process of identification of constraints
to agricultural productivity; research work to overcome them; and design and
dissemination of recommendations for farmen.

I h-depth review of overall progress of extension implementation, and the
opporunity to sare lessons between prQjects.

* Increased use of audio-visual tools - especially videotapes.

* Pre-technical committee sessions between farmers and SMSs and other staff to
identify priority topics for feedback to research.

4 Althou it adds to _s difficulties, this coft4exity may be a benefit in terms
of provding divarse types of svinces to suit diffet needs (d)
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CAMEROON S

Status at the C _ at the Project

After ience in 1960, the Mistera extenion sevies continued to follow a
paternalistc regulatory approach. Farmers were comnsidere backward traditonalists with little
Interest in change. Crop and region specfic parastatas were created In the early 1970s and
although e Minisuteal srices were relativey Infective, they could not be dismanded due
to civil sernie rles. In the case of livestock, separte Ministial sevces concentated on
vetinary assistnce and vaccination campaigns, and extension on husbandry did not exist.

The agricull prastals concentated on export crops, and expanded rapidly with
finanng from donors and exports revenues. Thdtension was one element in a vertically-
integrad scheme including input supply, credit, marketing, processing, and infiastruc
development. Numerous eatriates were hired as mangers and local school-leaven were
recrited as field agents. These field agents in most cases did not have much to offer seasoned
fmers except fte free, or subsidized inputs which they distributed with their advice. In the
mid-1980s, the export crop parasals became increaingly inefficient as public debt increased,
world market prices fell, and Cameroonian competitiveness diminished. Most extension
packages had been based on assumptions of subsidized inputs and high product prices and lost
their relevance as market conditions changed.

The adoption of modern farming technology in crop agriculture varied widely. There
is substantial large-scale, modern plantation sector producing oil palm, rubber, bananas, tea, rice
and maize. The degee to which modern technologies have been adopted by siholders
depends on maret incentives. For example, the entrepreneurial cocoa and coffee farmers in the
south and west are aware of the uso of fedlizes, moder plant protection, pruning, proemsing
etc., but incentives to use them have been inadequate. In coton, improved techniques have been
more widely adopted; farmers in the north have switched to HYV varieties, row planting, proper
plant density and rotation to cotton, the rotadon crops being millet, sorghum and groundnut.
Highly-spedalized onion production is also found in the north. However, the development and
application of improved farming methods for food crops has been limited. For the livestock
sector, many technologies are available, but there are bottenecks in the delivery and land tenure
systems.

The main current constraint to the adoption of recommended tchnques is a lack of
effective incentives to produce more for the market.

Prom the rpost of ?essr. Roider d Mithnik, pmented at do wodcshop by Mr.
W. Roider.
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Gemer Descrption of the ProJect

The World Bank finances three proects i agricultural services: an agncultural research
prct; a livestock sector development pject and an agnculural extension and training project.
The last is called fte National Agricultu Etension and Trining Project (NAETP) supported
by a US$21 million loan over a five-year perod to improve the efficiency of the extension
services. Th project finances oprtng costs, vehicles, equipment and training. Incremental
recurrent cos after the project would be lower than the savings from the parastatal reform
program and the dimination of duplication of extension services. The NAETP would
accomplish these objecdves though: (a) reorganizaton and strengthening of national and
regional extsion stutures through the organization of the dormant field services of the MOA
along T&V lines to replace the crop-specific and parastal extnon services tat have become
too expensive; (b) a training program including orientation and refresher courses (in-service and
overseas); (c) improvement of research extension linkages; (d) support to seed multplication
activities.

In addition to NAETP, which has completed a 18-month pilot phase, modified T&V
systems have been in opeaon in crop agriculture extension systems run by SODECOTION
operating in the cottn-growing areas in the north, and MIDENO, a regional rural development
project in the English-spealdng Northwest of the country.

hMin Crops, Animal, Key Technological Innovations

SODECOTON in the North povides advanced technologies for cotton and food crops
in the cotton rotation such as millet, soghum and groundnuts. The main technologies are HYW
varieties, row planting, plant density, and rotan. In the densely-populated areas of the West
and Northwest improved technologies for maie and vegetables have been ntroduced by
MIDENO and others. Generally, however, the development and application of modem
tchnologies by small farmers food crops is low. Development of modern technologies for food
crops is lagging behind, because (a) the lack of attention to them in the past; (b) the difficulties
of fonnmating extension packages acceptable witin the producton systems characterized by
inter-cropping and widespread subsistence orientation; and (c) the lack of extension focus on
women who are the main producers of food crops. For the livestock sub-sector, it is widely
accepted that technologies exist that are capable of addressing the major problems in animal
health and feed; bottlenecks are found in the delvery and land-tenure systems.

Main Problem

The man extension problems for NAETP have been: inadequately-trained staff, lack of
well-tested extension packages and insufficient availability cf quality seed. Agents have ficed
farmers' distust because they do not supply free inputs.
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IMpact

Exprinc within the NAETP is imited, dnce only two production seasons have been
covered. Eension coverage Is stil thin. Duri ithe pilot phase, 3,OOU adoption plot we
planed by s than 1 percent of the farmers in the area. Sysematc aessment of resut is
difficut as monitring is st weak. However, some obsvons are as follows: adopton pt
yields of maize nd gmundauts were double or one and a half tim those obsvd using
traditional culture in the East Howver, farmers have trouble marketing the surplus.

MIDENO has dewvoped a broad extenion propam coveing maize, food loss rduction
and a coffee nursery pmgram. However, apart from mai,8 seed sales which ied to about
40 tons/year, there are no riable indato to ase the progress of the geneS extnion
program.
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CENTRAL ARICAN REPUBLIC (CAR) and TOGO6

stow at the of the Poject

In a number of West Arican (Sahelian) countries, extension and resah have been
ineffective and ia at. Extension ha had litle link with resech, which paid little

attentIon to fte reld poblms of farmers, and farmers had little confidence in extension.

Main Probhnu

The key problems with T&V in CAR and other West Afican countries are: lack of
messag to extend due to fte poor research base; reliane on contact farmers which is
in e for Africa - groups are better, even though the Bank never makes a claim to that

effect, T&V is seen as a "universal panacea instead of one among tfie many avenues for rurAl
development.

Impact

T&V in Togo has had 3 remarkable results' and led to 'substantal improvent in farm
output', strengthning of farmers' associatios, intoduction of draught oxen (350 pairs). It is
regarded as a good approach for managing extens.

* Improvement of research by: strenging NAMS and establishing a critical mass
(at least 15 pwople) in the regional research stations; focussing on kltg-term
plaiing and nainal sttegy; looking at non-traditional topics (environment,
production systems etc.); improvement of taining and increasing conats
between universities, researchers, extnsion and fams.

* vImprving extsion trough better training and more recruitment from rural
areas; learning about local knowledge and needs through multidisciplinary field
resrh; flexible approach to management;

* Recommendations for CAR: sparsely-populated areas need to focus on
productivity of labor, not land; focus on women fmers; integrate livestock
raising and forestry; tget young people; allocate most funding to farmers, not
bureaucrats; incease empais on conson of the envint; and reform
system of land ownehip.

Basd a a fmmo fi M. Bores, Extauis Speiaist in CAR. Ibis paper also
covrd Top nd is based on the expeiec of M. Bordos in a nuber of W.
Africa counties
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COTE D'IVOIRE

Status at the C of the Project

Prior to the project, crop producdvity was quite low despite intensive exension programs
developed over a thirty-year period by three spialized extension agencies (SATMACI, CIDT,
CIDV). The yields on famers' fields were generally much below those obtained at the reserch
staions, and in maize just about 35 percent of the latter.

The outreach activities of these agencies were targeted at a portion of the population
(29% in 1985/86) and the actual functions of the supporting agencies conssted essentially of:
selling inputs (plant mateials, fertilizers, pesiides) and farm equipment, often at subsidizd
prices; and providing additional technical advice, in the form of "techmical packages, linked to
these inputs and farm equipment. This led to an emphasis on commercial activities rather than
on extension as it is generally understood.

Barely 18% of all the technical peonnel worldng in the three extension agencies were
graduates of conventional agriculual training schools. The remaining 82%, which includes the
field-level extension staff, have a general primary secondary education and were recruited and
tained on the job. On-the-job training was done either as: inducdon training (2 - 3 months)
focussing on general agriculwe; retaining which 'nok place only on the occasion of intnal
promotions at SATMACI (geneally once every 9 years); and amual tinng on functional and
technical aspects (carried out systemacally only by CIT). There were no procedures for
evaluating or detmining taining requirements.

Time Fme and General Description of the Project

Implementation of the Agricultual Extension Project (AEP) by the Government of Cote
d'Ivoire began in 1986 with the assistance of the World Bank. AEP cost a total of $58.5
million, funded by the World Bank ($34m) and Cote d'ivoire ($24.Sm). The AEP was
implemented by three agriculbtu extendon agencies (SATMACI, CIDT and CIDV), in
cooperation with two reach institubes (IRCC, IDESSA), which divided up the country into
four regions: (a) the northen half, CIDT and IDESSA for cotton and foodcrops; (b) fte forested
south, SATMACI, IRCC and IDESSA for coffee, cocoa and associated foodcrops (in the Central
Region); (c) the forested southern quarter, CIDV and IDESSA for foodcrops, spefically grins
(mnfed rice, irrigated rice, maize).

The aement system followed under the AEP is bad on the underlying principles
of T&V. During fte pilot phase, the Ivorian managers were impressed by the positive results
of the T&V system in the field, specifically in the area of the organizaton of work and the
methodological chart for the tansfer of mnovations and tang of farmers. The three strategic
objectives are to: (a) ivolve and effeively tain the maximum number of farmers (rsig from
29% to 50: of the target farm population); (b) provide regula fimcional and operational
training to extension agents; and (c) strengthen the Unks beween ension agencies and resech
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institutes Witin each agency four main components were introduced unde ie project:
reserh & development training, extension and follow-up/evaluatlon.

Agriculua extension opaions have be reorganized as follows: (a) farmers' contact
group a visited by extension agents folowing a bi-weeMy schedule; (b) demn on plots
aro used to spread messages; and (c) the sysem of follow-up, support and control by line
management. Contact groups consisting of betwen 10 and 25 farmers were formed, re-
inforcing previously existing groupings. There is no contact farmer, but any of the farmers in
the group can host visits and demonstrions by the extension agent. Over the period of the
project, it was discovered that a reasonable schedule for SATMACI and CIDV extension agents
was 3, with a maximum of 4 contact groups a day, or 24 to 32 contac groups every two wees.
Ptiority extension mss were originally the sole decision of the head of the agency, and
institute staff, but this led to the continued dis on of old messages that were not
apPCoprate. Strting in 1988-89, a much greatr awareness of field-level problems was
introduced based on diagnosdc tesu and prextsion activities with farmers. As a result, the
messages designed primarily to address these problems have become more relevant.
Demonstraion plots, litte-used at the beginning of the prqject, became increasingly accepted by
SATMACI and CIDV after training. SATMACI, introduced a major innovation, viz. the check
plot (CP) which facilitates farmer obsevation and helps agents illustrae comparative results.

Overa, the average level of techdcal staff has improved significantly, both in terms of
knowledge of farming methods and techniques, and in analysis and Wpoch to dealing with the
farmers. According to evaluato carried out by IRCC and IDESSA, 85% of the SMSs and
assint area magers were rated average to good in 1989, compared to a mere 25% in 1987.
In course of time budgetary problems affected the traidng and visit schedule.

Main Crops, Anhnals, Key Technologkal Innovations

The project essentally focusses on those products wbich play a stategic role in the
economy of Cote d'Ivoire (coi-ee, cocoa, cotton, foodcps) and which directly or indirecdy
spport 2.5 to 3 milion farmers (approximately 900,000 heads of farm families) out of a total
popuation of 10 million, 70% of which is rural. Coffee and cocoa generate 60% of export
eanings in a normal year and are the main contributors to the 30% to 35% of GDP derived
from agriculture.

Major areas of partiipatory research in cooeation with extension are: (a) in oflQn,
weed encroachment, declining soil fertility and the problem of Stdga, on of inputs in
the context of croping patterns (and not exclusively cotton monocultue); (b) ins offee and
MM optimwn plant populations (cleaning, thinning, pruig); (c) in fgd rp, socio-
economic conditions favoring traditional cropping patuens and consainig the introduction of
the technologies and varieties best suited to the various production areas.
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Researdh/Extension Li qn

The two research institutes - IRCC for coffee and cocoa and IDESSA for cotton and
foodcrops - have acquired inenational renown for developing new varieties of coffee, cocoa,
cotton and rice, thedevelopment of genel high-performance *technical packagesw and thematic
research. However, very few of these technical achievements have been adopted by fanners due
to relatively weak applied research and the lack of opeational coperation between te extion
agencies and a institutes (wni the exception of CIDR and IDESSA on cotton). Starting
in 1988, more emphasis has been placed on participatory applied research. ITe focu of
attenton has shifted from station experiments to field trials. There is still a need to improve the
partcipation of the farmers, who are all too often used merely as laborers raher tan as
decision-makers, by designing reliable mechanisms which will allow them to derive tangible
benefits from their experience.

Main Problems

The Follow-up and Evaluation unit, as a vehicle for monitoring a range of activities and
prposig correctve action, proved to be the weakest link in the project. Apart from CIDV,
where numerous surveys focussing on issues such as farmer participation during extension visits,
role of women, rate of adoption of messages, etc. enabled dmely cofrective action to be taken
where appropriate, the surveys conducted by the other two agencies were either too cumbersome
and slow or they did not respond to farmers' priorites. Notwithstanding two workshops
oganized by the World Bank in 1988 and 1989, the role of the Follow-up and Evaluation unit
is stil not pWerly undetood by prqject management. There are also problems in the area of
investiation techniques (sampling, question formulaton, choice of type of survey and
indicators).

impact

The number of farmers who have benefitted by extension has increased from 255,000
(29% of the target population) in 1985/86 to over 593,000 in 1989/90(60%). The record in ftis
category was achieved by SATMACI, which registered 75% coverage of the fanners in its area
of operaions, compared to barely 20% in 1985/86. The CIDT, through re-organizaion, was
able to release 200 extension agents out of a total of 1,450 (14%) from high-density, relatively
more advanced areas of Korhogo to strengthen the Centre (Bouake) and the Notdieast
(Bondoukou).

The adoption of sevead technical messages under the prject has had an important
production impact. The maority of coffee producers accepted the priority message of "3 to 4
cleaning and thinning opertons per year' (nstead of 2), and this, in addition to the adoption
of messages on cuttng back coffee trees, enabled Cote d'Ivoire to reverse the downward trend
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in Coffee prlodui, WhiCh all arier studies had predUted 7. It Was daostc t nd pre-
extei atvities in the fel tt ld to th rdsc y of th cr effet of clenig and
thinig on the yield of offe tes, as compa_d to me epsive prcwdes sch as dnera
fetili The fid tes showed t the ine in fte nunber of 'cleaning-t g'
opeati rsutrd in a gin of 380 kg/ha in a platation of aveage denisi (1,000 to 1,320
stoksha without 6fetiaier.

Second, the work by CIDV's Folow-up and Evaluato unit has dsown 
approxitely 5,000 hnners who acceped the mesges 8ltng to "seding desty' (plning
out) and "manual weeding" inpoved their averg yieds betwee 1986 and 1989 by 16% for
rinfed rice; 24% for iuigated rice; and 15% for mae.

7 of~e noducimin Cate Cm km of coffee beas)

1 491,400 485,000 345,900 408,300 521,300
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ERTIOPIA

Status at the Commencement of the Project

Ethiopia has bad severa projects since the mid 1960's which included extension
compoents. The comprehensive rural development ("maximum package") project (initiated in
1967 witi support of the Swedisb IntenationDevelopment Authority (SIDA) used an extension
approach involving diffusion of innovations through "model farmers". The project focussed on
smal geographic areas with intensive investment in vehicles and other inputs such as rural
infrastrucure, credit, and seed multiplication. The First Minimum Package Project (MPP),
which was ported by IDA, aimed to reach a large number of farmers with a few innovations
(fertilizer, improved varieties and practices) by providing combined advisory and input
distribution points along the road side. The second MPP used peasant associations as an
extension channel instead of model farmers. The implementation of the MPP and other
extension activities of the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA), such as adaptive tials on
demonsration plots was disrupted by the revolution in 1974.

Geneal Desption of the Project

Ther are currently three Bank-funded prqects with extension - related components in
Ethiopia: (1) The Agricultural Research Project (ARP) which beame effective in 1985; (2) the
Fourth Livestock Project (FLP) which includes a pilot T&V component; and (3) the First
Peasant Agricuturl Development Project (PADEP I) in the Northwest.

The implementation of PADEP I started in 1987 using a modified T&V stategy. The
methodologk included taining of Development Agents (DA) monthly instead of fortnightly; DA
to farmer ratio of 1:1300 (n surplus areas); and SMS workshops once each quarter instead of
monthly. In some regions the regional and awraja 9 SMSs are trained by researchers although
there is no unifority in tis respect; in some regions, only the regional SMSs are so tned.
In some regions the participation from the research centers in these workshops is minimal. At
the Awraja level, the extenion coordinator (EC) is in charge of the extension orgaization of
the awrja. The EC is assisted by an array of SMSs. The DA is assigned at the service
coopefive level and his dudes as the secretary to theservice cooperative tend to interfere with
his schedule of visits to farmers.

Main Crops, Animals, Key Technologia Innovatlons

The research base in Ethiopia is still in the process of being developed to serve the needs
of extension. Although there are researchlextension linkage commitees (RELC) in each

8 Inifation tken from memo by Dov Moran ad augmentd with informiIos rom Schwar
ad Kam, 199.

An administative unit in a distict
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Agiculturl Development Zon (ADZ) to provie policy direction, approve extension
recommendations and review operatdon of researchlextesion linkges in the zone, actual
linkages are still weak. There is a national field Wials network covering a wide vaiety of agro-
ecological zones, but the linkages between this network and exnion are not apparent.

Main Problem

The major problems with the efforts to in;-rove extension have been: (1) lack of
appopriaty adapted technologies especialy for reladvely low potential areas; (ii) lack of
experienced and trained SMSs; (iii) a national extension program which is fragmented due to the
allocation of the responsibility to support cera sectons of the country to specific donors; (iv)
poor supply of inputs and farm implements; and (v) lack of attention to the needs of women
farmers.

hmpact/Performnce Measures

No specific reference.
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GH4NA10

Status at the C_of the Piqect

Past systems ncluded both imput supply and extension. During the 1980s different
extenson stategies (some overlapping) were tried in Ghana under various project. Therefore,
it is difficult to evaluate sepately impacts of the individual projects.

T&V in Ghana has bee introduced under a number of prjects. First, in 1976 the Upper
Regional Agricultural Development Project (URADEP) adoptd T&V. It sarted out with a
group cotact approach, then hfted to individua contact farmers in 1983 (1:500 target rato).
Second, in 1982, the Volta Regional Agriculr Dvelopment Project (VORADEP) sarted out
with the T&V system. The target coverage was 1:500 farmers gathered in groups of ten.
Fmally, after VORADEP, a pilot project was started to implement T&V in eight disticts. This
project includes only an extension component.

nTere were cost incases under both URADEP and VORADE3P. Staff wer paid extra
alwancs (20% over regular salaries), provided with transport, exta field officers were
employed to attain the taget rado, and traing was increased.

An additional project with a mjor exension component is the Saskawa Global 2000
launched in 1986. Global 2000 became very popular with farmers and extension officers within
a short perod of tme. The basic extion concept was the 'learing by doing approach to
reach small farmen uing production test plots MPP), which were essentially on-farm tials
(OFT). Farmers receive all iformaton and iputs on credit. At harvest, they compare PTP
and titional plots and ray the credit obtained in the form of input. There has been much
enthuiasm for the program whkih started with 40 farmers in 1986 and after two year has
20,000 armers (1989). The MOA started to use mP in 1989 and the number climbed to
85,000. While the credit reovery was high up to 1988, it fell in 1989.

Impad

The general achievements of T&V under the various projects are: the idea of regular
visits and training has been well-adopted throughout the country (although modified from the
oiginal conept); and field staff have been freed from other duties.

Specfic impat of T&V under VORADEP - as measured by before and after technology
adopltn surveys in pre-1982 and post-1987 - are as follows 1:

° Ifomtiom based on 'Eperieces and Pu a Staes in Agicalt Bxbo iD
Ola' by Mr. C.W. Hng, prsentd at tho worko.

The swvy weo done by th CFS and M&E depwtwmmt of VORADEP.
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incrs in the number of hamers receiving advice and thus, enhanced awareness
of recommendations;

* 45% inreawd adoption of maize HYVs;

38% increase in ferdlizer application;

* 31% increas in comrrct plantg time; and

* 19% increase in good weeding practices.

The lessons from GlobI 2000 are:

* Leuning by doing works;

* Avalability of neessary inputs is cucial for technology adopto; and

* Small-scae frmers must have access to credit facilites or they camnot adopt, no
matter how good the technologies are.

Despite the ceas in adoption levs, there has not been any significant incr in overall
production, due to the non-ailability of inputs in dme. Ghana's agrcultur problems are
much broader than can be addressed by extension alone.

T&V together with PTP will be used in the forthcoming Ghana NEP; the following key
aspes of the systems will be integrated:

* T&V: systematic management, regular training and visits, improved
research/extension linkages.

* PTP: active learning; facilitaion of farmer adoption through improved acce to
inputs.
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KENYA'2

status at the Comem t of the Project

A major development at the commencement f the project was the fact that some time
prior to the start of the Second Phase of the National Extension Project (NEP II) the Ministry
Of Agricultr ad Livestock (MAD) was re-orgnized into two ministries, viz. the Ministry
of Agrculre and the Mhiistry of LlvestodL Agricultua research was transferred from
MALD to the Minity of Science and Technology. The most serious implication of this ro-
organization to extnsion was the mna in which it affected the imlementation of the concept
of unified extension for crops and livestock. It took some time to sort out the problems arsing
out of the ganiaon of the minit . The Government of Kenya has recently decided to

stitutOe a joint extension service for crop and livestock as a pilot in the Second Phase National
Extenion PrQ!ect.

General Description of the Project

The First Phase of the National Extension Project strted in 1983 and the second phase
began in 1991. The cunrent phase will incorporate vatious new ideas with a view to overcoming
mistakes of the past and onsolidating the gains made during phase one

Mai& Crops, AnImais, Key Technological Inmovations

The present proect wil continue its work in the mixed farming areas of Kenya and
exand coverage to the Arid and Semi-Arid Lands (ASAL) on a pilot basis. Due to the high
populaio growth (greater than 4%), land scarcity and escalating land cost there is increasing
pressure on ASAL areas. The ASAL areas eperiencing the most pressure are typicaly those
with the highest potential for agrictdural production. For the drier areas, the key question will
be how to most effectively reach widely dispersed groups of farm families. Other aspects to
consider are how to coordiat extension with other agriculual services.

Main Problems

Two major areas for impvemtare rerch/eension linkages and taining. Research
contact with extension is not given high priority due primarily to financial constraints. It has
been suggested that if the extension services require the assistance of the Kenyan Agricultual
Research Institute they should pay for it. Active parpaton of rsarchers at SMS workshops
is not regaded as wordthwile or beneficial to research worL Often SMSs are not strong-enough

a2 Infbrmio_ t*o from short memo prepad for the worksop by Mesr Matnr and
N'deog and augmntd wit infomatfion frm Schwz and lmpea, Agidtural Extension
in East Afica, Wrd Bank Tehia Pper 164, Wadd NA, Wamhingtm DC, 1992.

A more dtailed acoount of tbis gives in Scat and Kampn, 1992 (ibid.).
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pat in the intraction with reseachers to gain their interest This is a result of Lnadequate
trining and also affect the efficacy of the fortnghtiy stang (FNTs). FNTs are underulized
opportunities and often regarded by the frontline exension staff as not very relevant to field
problems. Too little effort is made to develop staff at the village extension worker (VEW) level.
This is largely due to the quality and capability of those responsible for conducting fortnightly
or regular monthly sesions, viz. the SMSs who are cearly a weak link in the overall system.

Impac/Performance Measres

An assemment of the perfonnmance of extension in Kenya has been done by the Bank
under the guidance of Professor Evenson of Yale University. The resuts of this study which
will be published by the bank sortly are summarized in chapter 7.

Reommendations and Future Plans

The main goas for NEP II are t further strengthen crop-orented extension, address
livestock extension, develop an extension system for the ASAL, strengthen REL, improve donor
coOrdination and develop possibilities for coopaon with the separate extension services beig
provided by the private sctor.
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MADAGASCAR"

Status at the Co of the Project

Extesion was crized by vaically-integraed commodity-oriented strategies
through the 1960s and 1970s with miassve inputs of transportation, expatriate support, special
staff benefits at the national level, and subszed inputs and agriculral credit at the farmer
leve. Folowing the declineof extenal support for the commodity-based orgnzations, reserch
efforts also decined.

General Dscription of the Project

In 1985, a profesional extension system modelled on T&V was introduced in
Madagas in 2 distrit under the Operation Developpement Rurale (ODR) project Early ODR
extson efort were not successf due to a focus on con farmers which was not in
conformity with the local custom of working in groups. In 1987, a pilot extension project was
luiched (with Bank support) oovering 3 districts under the Agricultual Institutions Project
(AIP). The 1987 pilot concentrated on rice production in the Highlands. Specific problem areas
were identified based on survs at the outset of the pilot '5. The project started working with
already-established groups of farmers oriented toward specific objectives. Parmes participateu
in on-farm trials on numerous off-season crops.

The main feature of the National Agricultural Extension Proam and (NEP) is that it
addresses the whole farm enterprise and is not commodity-based. It utlizes structured work
plans with informd contact groups. In NEP disticts, VEWs cover 300-500 farmers broken into
10-14 groups. Systemadc and regular visits are made to 1-3 contact groups per day, 7 days
every fortight. The major extension tools are demonstrations and on-farm trials The NEP
includes the regular training of extension staff and SMSs, monitoring and evaluation of the work
plan and explicit linkages with research.

Researc was long-neglected in Madasr but is now being supported under agriculu
research projects funded by multiple donors. NARS has been generally staffed with
inadequately-taied personnel. There are very few advanced degree holders. Recently-
formaized research/extension linkages cover: diagnosis of farming situations and constraints;
desig and analysis of on-farm extension tials; trouble-shooting; participation of researchers in
montly worhops.

u iforato taen fiom "Agticula Extidon Expeiec in Ma4dgascar by T.
Bredro (1991) as preted at th workhop.

s ITis is a good exaple. Mm traditional msg wer being rejected for sound
Iconomic reasons. Therefor, th survey idetified areas wher work cod be do
to ove8m hee obswlw foringt inapprpriat mng. (Ed.)
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MN Crops, Animals, Key Technological Innovations

Thb esourc base for farmers is a cr issue. There are 1.5 million subsistence
maliholders in the 1-2 ha range. Less than 5% of amble land area is cultivated and 80% is

pasture for cattle. Beef cattle are a very important product providing 16% of the acultural
GDP.

he staple food is rice which provides 30% of agricultural value-added and is grown on
more hn half of all cultivated land. Most farmers use taditional methods and 100,000 hectares
are irigated. 1111 1974, Madagascar was self-sufficient in rice production with small exports.
After 1974 there were net imports of rice - pealdng in 1982. Market deregulation and improved
producer services (including extension) led to increased production and self-sufficiency in the
1990's. Other main food crops are tubers followed by maize.

The main exports are sugar and cotton, coffee, .- es, vanilla and pepper. Problems
reaed to coffee are low producer prices; over-taxadon by govemment; monopolistic parastat
marketing systm; and serious quality decline.

The main technclogies focused on by the project are:

SCultivation of upland crops;
* Soil consrvation and watrshed protecdon;
* Off-season crops to be grown on the bottom-lands (wheat barley, potatoes,

vegetables); and
* Communal seed production.

Main ProbW

Early extension efforts lacked vision on how to organize famers' groups. There was a
lack of technical recommendations other than for lowland rice.

hnpeU/Nfonce Measures

Farmers have been stimulated by the on-farm trials.

* Field staff morle improved as they began to feel more "wanted" by the farmers.

* Bette extension has bad a visible impact on increased nce production.
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Upgrade pr-sevice taning to allow fied staff to fidly benefit from in-service
trainig. Key ana to focus on are: soil sciece plant producdon; plant-water
intacon; animal production; appled gonomy and farm management sklls
in communtcaton and dialogue with and within groups; and the use of prwctal
demonstration methods.

* E nmphai diagnostic sWills: diagnos of crops, valley systems and farnning
situations; preparation, obsevation and interpretion of on-farm trials and
d nstrations.

* Train tainr to pa on their tecical expertis.

Other Poits Of Interest

Duting the mid-1980s the government changed its policies and moved towards less
inmvention and liberalized markets. Folowing lIon, local entpreneurs started agro-
processng and marketng businesse. Many have their own farmer servicing systems including
pplies of inputs, extion and marketing services. It is a snall but growing sector.
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MLAWIX1

status at tie of th Irowect

Extension services In Malawi have evolved from a focus on individual visits to a group
visit method. Ihe formation of groups was not plamed but developed in areas and communities
where ther was an expressed demand for information or some sca activity (such as strip
cropping group which praced communal crop rotaon and improved pracdces together or
seasonal credit groups). In 1981, te Govenment of Malawi (GOM) decided to officially
amphasiz and expand the group method to reach a larger number of smallholders. The essence
of the approach was to organize groups of farmers to work with a field assistant (FA) every
fortight at a demonstrAtIon plot to learn about improved practices. FAs would follow-up with
visits to farmers' fields. The poor performanc of ti spem led the GOM in 1986 to request
Bank assitc in assessing the weaknesses of the extension system.

Major problems discovered during a 1987 misson were: most farmers attending the
demonston plot sessions were those with access to credit (80 -85% of frmers without credit
aoces were left out); FAs play a major role i the credit system and have limited time for other
work; follow-up visits were not organized and often not carried out; and very little supevision
from extension ement at all, levels to FAs on farmers fields. In terms of training,
fornihtly sessions to upgrade FAs' technical knowledge tended to focus on adminive and
organizonal maers technical subjects, and SMSs have limited involvement in training due to
scheduling problems. The need for area-specific recommendations and improved
reseach/exension intmction was keenly felt

Geaul Derpon of the Project

Folowing the assessment of weaknesses in the systn., recommendations for
Improvement were made and a pilot project started in the 1987-88 season covering two
Extension Planting Areas (EPAs). During 1988/89 the covenge of the pilot project was
expanded to cover 18 additional EPAs. Duing the 1990/91 season the program had gone into
a nafional phase to cover 90% of the EPAs in the country.

Min Problem

After the first yean of the p.oject the following problems have emerged: lack of
commitment by some staff members (especally at the level of the Agrictural Development
Block headquarters; front-line exnsion staff preoccupied by duties oer than inrmation
supply (such as credit club maagement, credit recovery, and data collection work); irgularity
and poor quality of fortnightly Imonly in-service training; poor visifting and supervisn records
of field staff to fannmers and managent to field staff, respectively; weak researchlextension

x o taei fom Agculal houte rMl, awi Bxpaie by Fncis
W. MbUa (1991) as pr_seatd to fth worksp.
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linkag lack of adqut mobility of staff (due to delays in vehide prcu e et.);
inadequae re t bads for trin and mpeisory activities, and delays in pation and
procesn at HQ which dows release of fds. More mitorng and evaluion s rquired to
asss the quality of performane ad mpactof extnson work Finally, te Globa 2000
pnolect which issues free ferti to mes who would plnt a demons! Io grden teds to
spd a message that fame cannot afford fertiis unless thy an sple fre; and this is
coxtray to the T&V focus on low-cost cutua practices.

-mpd

Some of the key achievements under the Bak-supored exnion pgram are:

* Field Assistants (PA's) ae beginnig to mab regular visis to grme accordins
to the shared vistation schedue with contct fmrs.

* Demonst' tonS pt are done both on age and smal scale to baddrs Vecl
loclized problems.

- In some areas, FAs fee more confident that twy are meeting the needs of
frmers un the new systm

Farmers apciate the idea of mini-plots to try out on a smal
scale. Yields on tie mini-plts sbow dgnificant increases compard to regular
filst7.

No apecf dnc was giv an w lvc of luce.. wAt CM, w th
sp&e omm wer ad s0 o (Ek)
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MAUlS

G erl Deripton of the Prject

In 1988189, a World Bank-suppred pilot project was sed as part of the effort to
amp the effecdveness of extesion services in Mali. The project oklectives included: regular

taning, strnger links betweenr ch and extension, integaion of farming and livestock
raising activities, and professionalization extension field work. The research extension linkage
was one of the weak points during the first two yeas of the progam and in the third year, on-
farm rearch was expanded. The pilot project has a thre-der organizaton: natonal, regional,
field-level. o project will include strghning the resources of the extension system. The
Goverment proposes to implement a National Extension Project (NEP) and this is currendy
being negotatd.

ITe methdoaogy of ttie pilot poject incorporates on-going regula training of maagers
and field staff. This includes annual and monthly workshops, and fortnightly training sesons.
Thee have also been in-regioa viits by extension agents and farmers (within the country
and regionally, e.g., to Burkdna Faso). The other key aspects of the project include: reguar
supervision; follow-up and evaluation; technical support through SMSs; and focussed job
escriptions which relate only to etension. There has also been an active involvement of village
issociations which hedps to maise the awareness level of farm and organize contact groups.

The National Project, which will be based on the same principles as under the pilot, should
provide resources to strengthen the National Agriculture Directorate and NARS to enable these
agencies to become more involved in coordinaing extensio activities in the project areas.

vM Crops, Anima, Key Techologcl Innovations

Areas being studied by on-farm research are:

* Stiga;
* MiLletlcowpea inter-croing;
* Varietal tesing wii short- and intemediate-cycle millet and rice;
* Mkanure sting to find opdmum dosage; and
* Integrated faming and livestock-raising systems.

MM Problem

Follow-upand evaluation achievements remain modesteven though staff haveparticipated
in the annual regional workshops on M&E arraged by the Bank.

No indication given gading the waiter of thO repoit
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-Te imprvement in extension services, the involvement of the farmers' orgaiztions
and the tailoring of the approach to local conditions contibuted to an increased farmer
pricipation rate. All the fimes involved are enthudastic and satisfied. The field staff are
"pleased with ther work! because they have better training and are better organizd
pofessionally. The regionl developmet oranizations are impressed with the 'visible results
and are in_casing their parcipation.

Other POInts of 16terest

* An envionmental protection component during the third year of the progrm
focussed on introducing green manure, nitrogen-fixing tree crop and woring on
soil and water conservato methods.
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NIGERIA

Status at tde of the ler

From the mid-1970s to 1986, extension sevic were eorgnized under the Agricultural
Development Prqjects (ADP), with fimer to agent aios along -he order of 1:600 - 1:300.
Despite these reltvely low raos, adoption rates were slow and yield increases were low. Two
key reasons for ths poor growth record wre: shortage of well-trained extension agents; and lack
of adequa tchnical messages for the mixed ropping system common to most rmer The
World Bank mission to some of the ADPs in 1986 concluded that extension servioes should be
riewed and eforts redirected to overcome their weaknesses.

lTme Frame and General Description of the Project

The pilot phase involved the of the exnsion system in four representatfive
ADPs. During the pilot phase, work was also done on ensuring that the linkages with research
were functioning. Achievements of the pilot phase were: inmoved morale among extension
staff; progress towards establishing fixed visit schedules for etension agents (EAs) and contact
fam families per firmer group; and reulr holding of monthly techology rview meetings
(MTRMs) between reseach and extension. In additon, numerous specific constrints to
improving extension were identfied. Between 1989 and 1990, other states intrduced eension

Main Crops, Animals, Key TechnologkIcl Inovations

The recommendations for improving agriculte are broken down by agroclimatic zones.
some of the key technical iss addressed by the project include land preparon, planting
densitis, diffusion of improved vaieties, proper applicafion of fertilizers, and processng and
sor of crops.

Res oc/Eedn LWuMngl 

In Nigia, the T&V approach has been blended with Farming Systems Research which
has led to the widespread adoption of some technologies, partiularly improved cassava vadeties.
In terms of orpnization, two to five ADPs are linked up to ane National Food Crops Research
Institu which is wharged with the Ieponsability of providing reserh and aining back up to
the ADPs, in collaboration with the other neighboring rearch and trining agencies, including
the Universties. Each ADP has an on-farm adaptive resarch team and monthly techwlogy
review meedngs. The continuum of coordinated rsearch and extension activities include:

rves of farmer practices, their enviroment and consains, pizaion of problems for
solution, on-farm reserb to test and adapt new technologes, formulaton of production
recomme_daon, dffusion of inforin through small demonstaion plots, and relying of
feedback from farmers back into the research process.
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In the absence of detailed field urveys to estimat the adoption um for vaious
technolos, judgement on imt and perfonce ane based on a id-term review, othr
non-quantative informatin and some components of the survey data of the M&E units.

Through the joint eforts of researh and etension, a number of approprie t
are being genrated, developed and extended to farmers. Tee eforts have rested in iva
80% of farmers being rehed by exension withn the last four years in mos stats. Yields of
some major crp (e.g., rice) ad crop mixtue (cassava inrscpped with mai) have
increased by over 50% tough the don of imprved variee. UCpoor frme
have been able to genrate more cash income ugh the adoptun of new tehnlogies than they
wer geng four years ago.

In terms of sustinabilityof the extension proects undeake, no ensieevalua
has been made. Some poive indicators bave been: sng of researchlextension
likges; efforts to improve the availability of required pr'ucdon inputs; and the exisene of
a large number of sml demonstaion plots uing relevant tochnlogie on farmers' fields.

-- Efforu should be made to implement the unification of ex on services, which
bas been ecommed by the Fede Government for all the ADPs

* }Reseach on the idenficat of releva. technologie f the ernt
agro-eolgc zones and resource siuans shud be contiued.

* J icreae focus on women fanners, improv (regular and in-service) taning,
develop stadad pameters for mesuremet of performace.

* Seek ways of using te mas media fao extnsion.

* Intgrte sup for agro-proesing industa into the extension program.

* Develop etaension on iigae tpics.

* Train farm familes in financiau aagma
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SENEGALU

Statu at the Commencemnet of the Projet

The most imporant aspect of the aicture scene has been the groundnut basin whae
the major crops are greundauts and millet; and the minor crops sorghum, maize and cowpeas.
Livestck are also an important element in the farming system. Since independence in 1960,
substal effor have been made to improve groundnut producton.

'Minor' innovations have includeo the use of seed of selected vaiedes of grounduts; seed
tretment with a fungicide-insecticide mixwu; sowing in rows onthe right date with correct
spacing, depth, and with animal-dawn seed drills; use of animal draught power, use of
norganic filizer, barvesting groutdnuts with a me liftr. The following 'macr'
iovations have been proposed by research: land improvements (destumping and applicaton

Of pbohohate), heavy feriliation, plowing closely with teams of oxen, crop diversfication, and
4-year rotatons.

To encotage the spread of the above innovations, an ambitious 'agricltural program'
was underakewwhich included the provision of credit, fertilizer, agricultural equipment, and
extenson. Public sector markebng and input supply institutons were set up for grwdnuts.
Me result was a drastic change in cultivation techniques, and the replacement in less than 20
years of manual by mechanical production techniques. Many of the 'minor' innovations were
adopted but often the 'major' were not. After the demise of the 'agricultural program",
chnes in economic and climatic conditions have led to te need to re-eamine the technical
teoommendations and to develop more labor-intensve, low-input intensive technologies. The
main constaints to farmer adoption of innovations have been the requirement to purchase inputs
which are either expensiv o¢ unavailable.

The extension service at the outset of the project, in 1987, was split between no less ta
five mimstries, six regiond development agencies (RDRs), and separate provincial agriculture
and livestock organizations in each of the ten administrative regios of the country with little
coordinatn between them. The minisial and provincial extenion services suffered from a
lack of funds and immobility and were generay out of toc with famers. The staff of these
bodies often carried out data collection and monitored crop devdopment, and livestock staff
focused on vaccinaon campaigns. The RDRs wer dependent on extena funding and often
had pogams that did not fit into any coherent plan at the national level. There were also some
100 NGOs' implementng progrms that often included extenion, with little monitoring fom
the govert. RDRs focused on iput-intensive packages not appropriate for resource-poor
fmers. Addidonally, the absence of rules at the national lev regarding staff allowances led
to instabiity as staff tended to gravitate towards prqects paying higher salaries.

9 InoaI tk fiom Seneal: Expui1e with T&V Extensio (1991) by Mr.
FrPx Schosch and presnted at the woataop.
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Researc, carried out by the Senegalese Agdculturl Researh Institute (ISRA), had poor
linkgs with extension and was hea oriented toward plant breeding. In addition, rach
on food crop, ceals and legmes, focused on hg inpW Packages. Crop specific orientation
diverted the attention of the researchers from farming systems issues such as mixedcpping,
anti-rosin measures and so on. Finally, ittle emphasis was given to developing adaptive
research progwm based on a diagoss in the field with fanners and extension agents, using on-
fam tals. In the case of Ivestoclk, although signifcant progress has been made in terms of
disease control and vaccine development and production, more needs to be done to transfer and
inte '-ach findigs into the curent prodwuction systems. Despite its shortcomings, ISRA
has gerL. tIed many useul agricultural technologies, especially drought-resistant vaneties to
compenS.de for climatic chlnges (short rainy seasons).

Genal DAption of the Project

The Bank-upported extnsion reforms in Seneg began in 1987 with a pilot extension
project (PAGRI) involving three RDRs and ISRA nn specific agro-ecological zones. Duriig
1988 and 1989 about 100 field-level staff participated in the first year pilot program.
Uiftunately neither the Department of Agriculture (DA) nor the Departement de l'El6vage
(DE) were included in the first year of the pilot program. A full-fledged national extension
project (PNVA) becme effective in 1990. The PNVA focuses on strengthening the DA and
DE ver the RDRs. in addition to strengthen,, crop and livestock extension service, the
PNVA will: strengthen producer organizations through training their leaders (including literacy
taining); and stengthen the analytical capacity of the Ministry of Rural Development through
trmng and short-term consutancies in policy formuation, prqect preparation, apprsal and
performance monitoriig.

The PNVA will cover some 50% of Senegal's geographical area and some 60% of the
faming pouaon after te first 4-year phase. The project concentrates on zones where there
has been little previous extension effort. Village extension workers under the project were about
200 during the first year and will number 530 at the end of Phase one. There will be no
incremental addition of field staff under the project. In fict, reductions wiU be made in field
staff from the RDRs.

Resears participate in SMS workshops and research/extension linkges vary in quality
depending on the research center. It has ta time under the pilot project and PNVA to clarify
both dnisave and incentive questions related to eearc/extens interon (at the SMS
and field levels). Idendfication of suitable SMSs has also ken time. However, wherever there
are ISRA faming systems research teams, much collaborative work has already been done and
joi surveys or diagnostc studies have been easily orpnied.

Maui Crops, Anial, Key Technologcal Imovations

The innovations being emphaized by the project focus on improved husbandry and also
cover the wider aspects of soil fertility improvement, soil erosion control, crop diversification,
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inlte i of agricdlture and livesk, agro-fretry and intrducton of apropriate equipment.
Prmising new varietes and many research ts develaoped by ISRA require tesing under
fam conditions. Technlogi being introduced r not of th "gre roution" caliber. The
have limited applicability in terms of agroclimates and numerous Iovements must be made
by farmes in orde to increase the agricultral grwth rat Hence, it is important for extension
to promote oveal improvement in fam management skills.

Main PMobes

The project is sil in its early phases and has no iaajor problems. However, one element
intfring with the development of the naoald extenio system is the constnt institutional
chwge in fte aculture and atural resources sect. Caes in other elements sudch as
education, agrculturl policy, "governanc, NGO and hfrmes associaotn activities affect the
progress of the project. hese changes in and of themelves are not problems but they do affect
the, pect.

impact

Ther is as yet no qantitve dat on the repeated adoption and diffusion of technologies
Howev, a survey is being carried out by the PNVA monitoring unit in an area of the
groundnut basin and results are exected by March 1991. However, field obseaton indicats
tha cerain technologies are being widely tried out, particularly seedb manag.ent in
vegetable grwing areas. Also, a review of the regiona techical recommendations shows that
they are evolving to fit local circumstances. Some extnsion messages are speading acmss
whole farming communities such as rice tanspng in line, and seedbed nt.

Ovrall, PNVA is doing a beter job of reaing farmers than e previous extension
efforts. A review of extension agents' work progms for 1988 to 1990 shows st extension
agents' number of contact groups has sometimes doubled or tipled. However, there is still
much scope for iovement as snor maers become more accompished.

The most successfl new techniques/technologies Include: setting aside of specal plots
for seed; better m agt of nurseries; ger atnto to optimal plant density (seed
treatment, spacing, planting in line and so on); better-adapted seed drill for millet;
reintroduction" of orgaic manure; thinning of miUet by hand; rational use of water, fertil,

and phytsanitary products in vegetable growing; and soil consaion measures. Farmers are
being encoutaged to experiment.

As PNVA was only sated in July 1990, it is premaur to propose specific ftue plans.
However a few ideas are listed below:
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In the eariy yars of PNVA, focus on DA and DE to stenge them as
professional organatlons the key point is to get the basic dlemts of PNVA
WOWg bfo new elements a added.

* Eventually merge DA and DE as well as water and soil-conseatIon.

* Encouge on, with presure from the outside, betwee public
exteon, NC3Os and regiona donor-suppord pets; PNVA should play the
role of a catalyst, cleaing house role in regard to NMOs and other projects.

* As PNVA matures it should expd its range of activities to include colaboration
with credit and input supliers, and marketing.

* Review the education systen and its caacity to support agiculturai development.

* Take concret meas to give fre a greater say in nrming exnion to
inrease the reponsveness of PNVA.

* Increasrgly focus on personnel ngemt in the extension sevice.
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SUDAN 2

Swootthe -- -- mC _ Of the Pirject

In the Sudan, during the 1960s a network of regional reseah stations was establisd
under th Agricultal Rsearch Corportion (ARC). Howeve, ARC did not have the power to
oversee the nationd progm and to implement proects. This has led to a lack of input into the
reeach and cxtension agenda by govenment planne and poli makes and resulted In a
pioe-mea apprach by he resah impleentng agencies. Technology tnsfer activities were
lmited maiy to prViSion of supples and sevices through the systen of the
Agricltua Producion Coportions.

Geea Derption of the Project

In 1986 T&V was introduced under fte Agricultur Research, Extension and Trining
Project In the Sudan 4.5 million hecWes of irrgated land are managed by 9 agricutura
p~statls. T&V has been introduwed in two of these: Rahad and New Ia. The maor
objectve of the exteon aspect of the project was to convert the reguatoy syem of
inspecdons into a professinal extension service using T&V principles. One modificaton has
been the introduction of 'vilage days' where extension staff work on promoting communit
development - hygiene, lit , village sanitation and so on.

The key research/extension linkage mechaisms under the proect are: monthly field days;
monthly workshops and taining sessions; and joint prdcpation in on-fam trials.

3Mn Crops, Alhrals, Key Technologcal Inovations

* kSoghum was introduced in 1987 - now nearly 30% planted with these vaieties.

* Over 60% rmer have adopted recommended planting dates.

* 30 pernt practice ridging in groundouts.

* Cotton: 90% plant on recommended date; 70% accepted thinning; in 90% of sown ara
early pidcng is up and hort firrows are repladag long.

* Wheat introduced last year (n Rahad) now 10% of farmers have adopted the fUll
packge.

* Horticultura cmps increas44g and private frestry has begun.

Jfaiaion tak fiom a meo by Mr. Sati Kua, and a_gmsd with idamfioa fiom
Schwt and Kampa, 1992 (op. cit).
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NMU P"oblms

A bey problem has beon ti and orientaton of exteson saff, scientists and others
paticipatng in the prwam. Because of ths te transition tas been slow.

IpactlPfonnance Maes

The project has had modert impact. One accomplishment has been that extension is
now being seen as an effecdve tod for taking technology to tnats for securing incraes in
production. Second, adoption of innovations is increasing.

Reommendations and Future Pbns

* Strngthen and opeW extension "machineys considering costs and benefits.

* Introduce commercial crops now under adaptive trials and promote livestock
development.

* Invest in infirastuctal development and manpower training and orientation.

* Land tenure reform is needed to move away from the paastal system.

A follow-up prject, the Agricultural Technoogy and Trining Project (AGTECH) is
being planned which will provide spport for ooth gricu research and extension services
In irigaed and ranfed areas in the context of a reinforced national organization responsible for
all publicly financed agricultural research. This proposed prqect will also include involvement
of the agrulal universites In agricultura rech and taining.
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TANZANIA 21

Stats at the Comecemet of the Project

The rural population undertake four categories of small-scale farnmng: household plots
for subsistece, block farms made up of individual plots manged by village authorities, village
communal plots, and private holdings away from ithe home. Historically, extension services
consisted mainly of occasional campaigns combined with iddual visits focusig on
recommended management pactices, sometimes involving a package including purchased inputs.
Use of manure from livestock corals is limited and often confined to homestead plots. The
majority of farmers use traditional husbandry practices due to poor supply of appopriate
recommendations by extension, cash flow difficulties and lack of credit, unavailability of inputs
due to weak marketing infrstructure. Technologies based on high yielding genotypes of crops
and livestock and research stion trials usually require a level of management and inputs which
are not beyond the resource poor farmers.

The extension service has been operated as a general agrcual serice including
handling of inputs, credit supervision, administration of veterinary services, data coliection,
report writing and so on. Even these "extension" activities in due course dwindled to a very low
level due to shortage of funds and transortation. The shortage of resources was accentuated
by the exdstence of two parallel extenson services, one for livestock and one for crops. The
quality of extension messages also suffered due to a lack of regular traning and poor
supervision, and weak linkages with research. While in-service training handled by the Ministry
provided an opportuity for career development, there was no ganized and regular retraining
program.

Interaction between extension and research before the introduction of T&V consisted
primarly of annual research coordination commite meetings which brought together principal
researchers and senior extension officers. In these meetngs extension has been typically passive
and most reserch recommendations required the use of purhased inputs. Research activities
wer spread over four autonomous parastatals with overlapping mandates which have been
competing for limited resources. Collabortive atvities with extension, including monitoring
of technology adoption, bave been minimal. Inteaction between reseach and extension could
be seen only in some donor-supported FSR programs which guarantee transportion and
additional operating funds.

General Description of the Project

In 1977, under the Rural Integrted Development Project the T&V system was introduced
in Mwanza and Shinyanga regions fumded by IDA and in Tanga funded by PRG. When external

21 difondton tWm frm 'The Trnig ad Visit Approach to Agrictr xtesion
in Tanznia'8 by D. Sungusia (1991) as presented at the workshop.
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support ekt4, local resures wer not sufficient to sustain T&V. In 1987/1988 a project was
aunched on a pilot scae in five disticts covering 50,000 farm families organized into 6,500

gVp, woing with 105 vilage extension worke. The plot project was inidated
pmatrdy, before poement o veies. The fit phase of the National Project became
effective in July 1989 and would implement T&V in 12 regions of Tanzania over a period of 8
yeas. Curently T&V has been strted in 9 regions. Ccverage is appoximaty 1:1000 or 1
VEW for 2 vilages. The cost is a total of US$30.4 million which includes US$11.2 million for
recurnt exwens.

The main methodology has been to deliver extension messages to conta group., and to
d_nionstrst new techniques on small plots. Messages are adapted to the production systems,
cash flows, and access to labor of smal farmers.

Main Crop, Anhials, Key Technological Innovations

T&V bas been introduced in three ars. semi-arid cetral Tanzana, parts of the westen
plateu, and the highlands in the north and west.

* Semi-arid lands: pedont land use is agropastoralism; major crops were
identified by a reseh and planning workshop, as sorghum, groundnuts,
sunflower, extension messages for these indigenous cattle were developed. A
taining progam to be coordinated with the cropping and livestock calendar has
been planed.

In the Western plateau, messages focus on maize, tobacco, cotton and
sedentay/semi-sedentary gazing. For all crvps except tobacco, which has a ful
paclage of recommendations including inputs, messages are simple (density, row
planting, tillage and post-harvest storage, dry-season foage consevation and
disea prevention).

* In the highlands, messages focus on permanent cultivation and inter-cropping of
coffee, bananas, beans, maize and sedentary livestock rearing and dairy. The
need to stratify farmers in this zone according to income levels has emerged as
the next step to fine tuning the technology to match access to resources.

Main Problems

A bey problem is the lack of appropriate crp-oriented messages for resource-poor
farmes Additionally, livestock messages are not well-focussed. Typically, interventions
involve calf reafrng, housing, forage conservaon, and disease prevention/control for indigenous
cate. Use of corral manure has not increased much due to fields being away from homesteads.
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Ipact

No qantitative mesuemet of exension performance is posble as the poject has
started only recently. However, it is report that the smnal demonstration plots hae been
effwedve in gaining farmers' confidence in extension recommendations. The majority of contact
groups (6,500 groups uIer the pilot progam) have s targets of I ace (0.4 hectares) to try
fte recommendations which, for the most pat, do not require purhased inputs.

* Filne-tm the orgational sue for extsion so that only a crtical mas of
SMSs are re ained the district and regional offices.

* Develop pre-service and in-service taining syllabi. Focus on general agriculture,
diagnostic skills, and farm management for which taining is oflen not sufficient,
even for diploma candidates.

* Bring the benefits of research on en mentl proection and _ stiait of
the rming system to the farm level.

* Develop approprae interveins for pastoral sysms in the context of land
tenure and 3ocio-CUft,rd cosideratons.

* Imprve the matng sysem to overcome sone of the cuses of noadop
of cash putL Promote rmers grups for the pupose of creit and input
* suppy.

* Formaiz linkages betweean esear and extension and etend them o other
services, especially maretg, input pply and crdit
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ZAIE n

Stas at the o tf the Proj3ct

After in and prior to the esbshment of Service National de
Vulgausati (SNV) extension sevices State ponned had low pay, wer poorly trained, lacked
supervision and equipment Public extension in general lacked technical messages to disseminate
in part due to weak linages witfi research. Their main objective was to enforce minimum crop
area planing reqiuiements, and collection of taxe. Private enteprises dealt with cotton,
tobacco coffee, sugar and other major cash crops. A wide divsity of NGOs also reached
farmers, using different metodologies and each pursing objectives based on its own
phlosophy. NGOs generly worked on their own with a minimum of coordination with each
other.

In 1987 Government began to consider how to improve eatension services. This led to
the creaton of SNV in 1989 with the following objectives:

Coordination between different extension orwizations and between extension and
research.

Harmonizawoni of mehods used in the field, primarily through application of
T&V principes.

* Providing tehnical and mateal support to the extnsion agencies including:
reglar organzed tining, disahing of equipment, payment of allowances for
field work, and establishment of trial plots on farmers' fields in coordination with
research.

General Descrption of the Pojectd

Under the ptoect, the basic T&V approach has been adapted in the following ways.

* The SNV itself is not the executing agency in the field. To avoid duplcation of
staff and a bloated burecracy, the SNV takes the exsting struc as partners,
who are invited to adjust their aonal structure and metodologies in
accordance with the National Extension Policy and to coordinate their activities
so that famers receive only one extension agent. After the agreement to work
with SNV is made, SNV and the implemeting ozaton develops a shared
budget: SNV is usualy resonsible for equipment and recrent costs including
allwance. This approach has proved to be efficient in the Zairian context

m mt fm a field rppor by Mr. I Weam MM pieutad at tdo
w_.Mp
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Because of longdistance foighly raning is often reduced to bi-weeldy
Uninlg. In some low-densit poplation ats, farmer to agent ratios are as high
as 1:250-450 families

MM Pr"ebs

* Govemment finding release has been limited and sporadic which has an adver
affect on staff morale. Funding release may be a problem even though the budget
allocaon is at a record high.2

* Some of the implementing gencies are the state extension servie which are
heavily politicized complicating the introducion of new approaches to extension.

* Research is stil very weak and not able to provide new technical innovations to
extension for dissemination.

xOften a lack of access to markets, for example due to deterioation in feeder
roads, acts as a disincentive to farmers for adopting new technologies.

Impact

After almost two years, the SNU reaches about 276,000 farmers families' in 7 different
pilot areas, reesenng almost 10% of total farm fmilies in Zaire. 1,500 staff at al levels
have been tained and now have a workng schedule set up according to T&V principles.
Fa s in all the pilot areas express satsfaction vwth the changes in extension sevices under
the proect - especialy the decreased emphasis on tax colection.

Early achievements include:

* improvement of work ethic among extension staff due to introduction of clearjob
description, training, spevision, and provision of equipment and modest
alowances;

* introductiom of simple technical themes such as seed seecton, seeding density,
time of planting, and weeding which allow famers to increased production by 25-
50% and/or introduction of use of inputs (seed, fertilizers, and insecticides) which
lead to increases of 100 - 200%;.

* ~~Fund& for 1991 ban inceasd signficanty (mom tha sik tine the 1990 budget)
miuag do. SNU do public au maotw with tie Ulrge budgeL
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* figures on adoption rates are not available; however, farmers in the pilot areas
report that they have adopted last years' technical theies and are eager to show
the results on their fields during supervision visits;

* reduction of visits of extension staff from differnt organizations to one fanrer.

A numrber of presing issues are the focus of future plans for the Service National de
Vulaiion (SNU):

* Need to improve field staff motivation.

* A feeder road project to enswre that farmers are able to market their increased
produce and profit from adopting innovations.

* Need to increase emphasis on agro-forestry issue wune the Bank-spported
Forest and Envroment Project to overcome problems of deforestion and
degradation of soil fiertlity.


